
HENNEPIN 

n 4- 

PROBATE COURT ’ 
C-400 Government Center 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55487 

Melvin J. Peterson 

October 3, 1979 

The Honorable Robert J. Sheran 
Chief Justice, State Supreme Court De-- 198-l e-L-1 - 
~UUILI LOU 37;ate Capitoi 
St. Paul, MN 55155 

Dear Justice: 

In view of the widespread interest and concern for the 
mentally ill and disabled persons, which includes guardianships 
and conservatorships in Hennepin County, I prepared a report 
dated Crr-C--L.-- 13 -In-In r-.- a*.- oc,u LczlLWt=L , LYIY ror tne County Board of Commissioners 
of Hennepin County. 

This report involves primarily judicial administration in 
the probate area in Hennepin County, and therefore, I feel that 
it is appropriate that the report be submitted to you as Chief 
Jl~sf-ice of i-ha Supreme court. =+ CL- &.'-- I^--_ 11-a LIIlle I yclve 

_- - _- - .- I u.*u 
the County Board, 

r;rle report to 
I also submityidLg&tain exhibits, copies of 

which are also enclosed. 

The enclosed report includes: 

1. A transcript of the proceedings recently held in 
the matter of guardianship of Maude A. Trask. 

2. Steps In Commitment and Rights of the Patient. 

3. 
ianship fees, 

Conferences held,by the court in regard to guard- 
dated April 20, 1979. 

Due to the publicity received in the newsnaner recently con- 
cerning guardianships, 

-J. --I- -- 

proceedings, 
and also due to the publicity given mental 

I feel that the Court should be apprised of the activ- 
ities of this court in the matters referred to. This report sum- 
marized current administrative problems and what this court has done 
to meet the problems and what it proposes to do in the future. 
This includes a need for statutory legislation in certain areas as 
well as additional financial support from the county and state. 
Considering that Hennepin County contains approximately one-third 
of the state's population, this subject is of great importance to 
a very substantial population of the state. The procedures that are 
adopted can be very costly to the taxpayers of this county, and it 
is important that whatever is done deals with the problem in a real- 
istic and practical fashion so as not to squander public funds. 

HENNEPIN COUNTY 
an equai opporhniiy empioyer 
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HENSPIN 

JL 

PROBATE COlJriT ’ 
C-400 Government Center 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55487 

Melvin J, Peterson 
Probate Court Judge 

The Honorable Robert J. Sheran 

Accordingly, I look td the leadership of the Court for 
support to the trial court in this important judicial adminis- 
trative effort in whatever way the Court deems appropriate. 

SincereAy, yours! 

an equal opportunity employer 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 
'. IN PROBATE COURT 

,*‘ 

Guardianship of TRANSCRIPT OF 
PROCEEDINGS 

Maude A. Trask 
. a, ( 

r 
I ,' 'I t 

. 4 
L--- -- ., I 7, .* * !, F- '" .* ,,, 

This matter came before the Honorable 

Melvin J. Peterson, Judge in Hennepin County Probate Court, 

on the 5th day of. September, ., '-.;* '?: . *I. ;. 1979, at 4-C Government Center, 
I 

p.4; nrrmzlnr\l ; ” MG......e...-L- 
’ 

I’IIIIAiG(lj+“J.&J, I’IIlIIl~:DULct. . 
? ,,,’ I ,; .< ‘, ” ’ 

r 7. : 

I, 
p ,I 

* :. 
&.” ‘a\ ,***- ,.,‘# 9. 

APPEARANCES: 

David E. Kirkman, special guardian of 

flaude A. Trask, appeared in person and was represented by 

Glenn R. Ayres, Esq., Stacker & Ravich. 

John D. Brown, Esq., apppeared on behalf 

of the ward, Maude A. Trask. 

(Whereupon, the following 

proceeding was held:) 

DAVID E. KIRKMAN, called as a witness, 

after being duly sworn, testified as follows: 

PRO SATE COURT FILE COPY 
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2. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. AYRES: . 

Q 

A 

BY 

Q 

A 

8 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Mr. Kirkman, would you state your address and capacity in 

this matter for the Court:', ': z ". 

I live at 1148 14th Avenue Southeast, Minneapolis, and I 

am the special guardian. 

BY THE COURT: Give your name for the recorl 

MR. KIRIWIAN: ‘ David,E. Kirkman. '. 

MR. AYRES: 

And you are currently employed at the present time-- 

By Stacker & Ravich as a law clerk.3 

Have you filed with this Court an accounting of your 

activities as a specialkguardian of the person and estate 

of Maude A. Trask? 

Yes, I have. 

Is that guardianship to the best of your knowledge and 

information true and accurate? 

The accounting? 

The accounting. 

Yes. 

And is it complete? 

Yes. 

It's my understanding there has been advanced costs to 

the guardianship estate that do not otherwise appear on th 

accounting. Those total $94; is that correct? 

Yes. 
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Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Those include certified copies, bond premiums and sheriffs 
L *.' *, * :_ ; 

services. I. \ 

Yes. 

Have you also attached to that accounting a schedule of 

time placed on this matter by various members of the firm 

and yourself in'the process of administering the guardian- 

ship estate? ', *I "., I 
Yes. 

Does the sum of that time relate to the commitment that 

was commenced with Mrs. Trask prior to your appointment 
%".s , I 

as the guardian? 

Yes, it does. 

Your Honor, nothing further at this time, except to point 

out as we have indicated in the petition, we recognize 

the difficulty of this situation and leave to the Court's 

jurisdiction what is appropriate both in the matter of -- 

attorneys' fees and or guardian's commission. 

BY THE COURT: Did you have any questions 

in this matter, Mr. Brown., You are appearing here for whom? 

MR. BROWN: Maude Trask. 

BY THE COURT: Are you going to be her 

attorney? 

MR. BROWN: Well, I have been her attorney 

officially and unofficially for about twenty years and I might 

bring you up to date a little bit on the situation. She is now 
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in the hospital, 
i 

Fai,rview Hospital. 
I 6 Y* ~' 't < 

"BY ,THE COURT: ':Speak a little' louder so 
t ,- - tne reporter gets your-statement. . > ' P : 

MR. BROWN: Maude Trask is in the Fairview 

Hospital now. If you remember, the case was before you a 
',. . ..^-Lt.. --^ -----zl 

IILUIILII ayu when S:iie ias"reieased from her status as a wara. She ? 
(.4 

is going to be there,a$little while; she's both physically-- 

has both physical as well as mental problems, from a layman's 

evaluation of it. I talked to her last week at her home, told 

hnr we had thie mnntimrr th;m mn~n;w.c, and she should memn ilr\r.tn &lb.& L&I-La 11Lcz-z LLrry ~IIJ.cJ ILwIIILIIy \rvu,= UVWll 
‘. 

with me and explained to her the bill that was put in here and 

the size of it and, of course, she took a very dim view of this 

thing from- a financial. St;rp.dnnint pv-*.u. Se, ~~a1 117 A-U-C-J, my main p,p-posc 

in being here this morning is have the record show at least tha 

I appeared and that it's her view for whatever it's worth that 

she is not-- that the representation that she had is not proper1 

rewarded--has been properly rewarded and this bill shmld not L--- --- 

be paid. I am not personally objecting to it at all, from one 

attorney to the next, but the record should show she does. 

BY THE COURT: How does she claim counsel 

has been otherwise rewarded? Does she claim she paid somethin 

herself? 

MR. BROWN: Now I don't have any documenta- 

tion of that, but that is'her view. I know they have paid 

$200 to me and she, of course, is not in a position to make any 
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decisions. In fact, she came up to my office about two weeks 

ago and said, "I really didn't need you down there a month ago, 

Mr. Brown. Would you give me the $200 that they paid you." In 

passing I tell you that. My view is, of course, this bill they 

put in here is very professionally documented. In fact, I'm 

going to keep a copy of it for my future practice. I am not 

ridiculing it atall because she is a tremendous problem. She 

calls the bank all the time and they have routinely decided to 

just hang up on her. I don't do that very often because I am 

sympathetic for her. I can't in any way take issue with the 

detailedness of this very superb bill and it's office managemen 

accounting appearance. 

BY THE COURT: What kind of care is she 

going to need in the future? 

MR. BROWN: That is a good question. What 

should we do next? They are calling me from various sources 

and no one seems to be able to handle her except myself. In 

other words, she wanted to go yesterday or friday so I told her 

at least stay there over the weekend. Dr. Koontz,who testified 

there before you a month ago said she should be restored, now 

says she shouldn't have been and she should be--somebody should 

be put over her. That ,is Dr. Koontz, so it's a quandary that 

is hard to say. I am busy and don't like to take on any more 

burdens but I wouldn't-- I 'don't turn‘her away .from the office.. 

She's able to.come downtown ,and do shopping and eat.at,the 
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restaurant below me, but she calls and five minutes later the 

phone will ring again'and she will say the same thing, "Well, 

you just called me.": "No, I didn't. I called Mr. Kirkman." 

And then she will call Mr. Kirkman and then call him,again. 

It's got an amusing feature too because she is a very nice 

lady. Everybody just loves her, you know, but even if I get ' 

paid a dime I will look after her to the extent that I can, but 

I am going to keep the $200. 

BY THE COURT: Who is the lady appearing? 

MR. AYRES: She's our law clerk, Your I ', 
Honor, Mary Stumo. 

BY THE COURT: She's not from the family. 

MR. AYRES: She lived with this experience 

all summer as part of her internship. 

MR. BROWN: The Ebenezer society called me, 

the Welfare Department, the Senior CI-it,Fzens T.eag??e. 1 iinn’t UV*- 

think I will be able to keep her in the hospital much longer 

because her physical condition is not that critical but she doe 

need help. 

BY THE COURT: Can't the Senior Citizens 

League help her in any way? 

MR. BROWN: Well, she doesn't need financia 

help. She's got money.' 
*, 

.BY'THE COURT: I understand that. We have 

to be concerned how we take care of her. . 
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MR. BROWN: ,. : You are absolutely right. I 

would think‘that --I 1 think you suggested some professional 

guardianship, " a companyf..like First Eiduciary maybe. Is,don't kn 

if they knew the background. I am sure they won't accept her 

because she's very hard to handle. 

MR. AYRES: Your Honor, if I might interjec 

real quickly, Mr. Brown having gone through this experience and 

having known Mrs. Trask for a long time, I guess it's our 

collective decision that as long as she is capable of saying 

I don't want the nursing care and she has some appreciation A, ., 
for *.rhz.. th-rt ; . . ..A1 -v-e - -_- ._ --- - -- ---- - ---- WIAca L Lllca L IIIVUIV~~ and I know of no agency or group of 

individuals short of family and that is the problem here. Ther 

is no family who will be able to make the situation work. Some 

limited success has been enjoyed with the Minneapolis Age and 

Opportunity. 

BY THE COURT: I was going to ask have they 

done anything here. 

MR, AYERS I What hat hannnnmrl 1.111 v *I-v -*-rr-a**- 
in the 1zac.t .LU" c 

30 days, I dont know, and her church has been very helpful. 

The difficulty arises in the situation that when she is success 

ful in cutting all the strings loose then the dietary maintenan 

essential to her health begins to spiral down and then _---_- ; again; 

she no longer cooperates. She is going to be coming out of 

the hospital,as Mr. Brown points out, back again, at probably 

a pretty good plateau to where we found ourselves four or five 
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months ago and if some coordination could be made with those 

pr=vprr: LU LLY aid iimke sort Of h*maii contact that is necessary 

with Mrs. Trask while.her health is still strong, I think they 

have a run. She needs Meals on Wheels desperately to maintain 

the caloric intake and yet left unattended for a period of time 

she'll drop it. They have to catch her while she's strong. 

BY THE COURT: I can visualize the situatio 

from my experience with thise kind of persons. If you have 

these incidents wl?_ere ~,re go thr~l~gh thjr temnnrnrv hacic of ‘.H..rV&ULJ --Y&v 

trying to get her into,a hospital and get her some care while 

you build her up and then release her again, each time she's 

going to have attorney feels of six or seven thousand dollars. 

F7e are going to use up the estate for attorney fees just keep- 

ing her out of the hospital and getting her out. 

MR. AYRES: As we tried to point out to her 

when she was strong, it's not lawyers she needs, it's the trust - 

in some people who are willing to help her. 

BY THE COURT: Where do you find those? 

MR. AYRES: What I am saying is there have 

been people who have extended the hand, the Minneapolis Age 

and Opportunity people and the church, the Covenant Church 

listed there. The problem is she's fighting it-- 

BY THE COURT: That's the problem in all 
these cases. '. ,. PI ',.) {' d" , 

MR. AYRBS: --and thoroughly antagonized 
r * 



the neighborhood and her neighbars. 'It may be one of those 
/ 

situations where she must be allowed to go about her business.' 

BY.THE,C,pJRT:. ,,,Well, what if.her, mental , 

status as the result of not eating a proper diet results in her 

deterioration so that she can't care for herself and we go 

through this once again, which probably will happen in a few 

months, under.the circumstances. 1 ,'T Somebody is going to, be out 

there and commit her involuntarily to get her back into the 

hospitai to get heip and are you going to call the Court and 

tell the Court you better stop these proceedings and go through 

this again and we getanother biii for $7,000. What do you 

think? This is'a policy,question the Court has to.wrestle with 

MR. AYRES: It's an extremely difficult 
--.--LA yues-c~on the Court is wrestiing with. 

BY THE COURT: It's a problem to wrestle wi 

a lot of cases. * . . II': 
?.nn l"llx . n Tll-trl" i AXJsLl3. , 

1 don!t *nave any apologies to 

anyone for the actions ,that we took in this matter because 

I think if we had not, today she would be hospitalized. 

B'r' 'Tl17rx r-lfirrnm ~ !-ml--L 2 - lrlr, LUUKL. 1na7; IS not certain because 

the hospitalizations are temporary in nature. That is a value 

4 ..ArrW?r.=C CL-C *we L,.., J uuylNr=Lr L L,lcl L IIca"tz made -.-LTL: -- IL- --IL--- ---------- 
, wd~~rurlg rue mi~~ee prwgress. 

MR. AYRES: The point I 'was trying to make 

was at the time we petitioned in the alternative for her 

rnctnr5t; nm rGOL"IcaLA",, or in the aiternative a permanent guardianship. 1 
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think it was the collective impression of her treating physicia 

and certainly those of-us involved on a day-to-day basis thatw' 
Y 
were doing more harm by,.imposing the guardianship on an ongoing 

manner. 

BY THE COURT: We are going to get this aga 

you know that,' and we'll get another bill for $7,000. How many 

times are we going:to .do that? *. '. . 
MR. AYRBS: Your Honor, i don't know the 

answer to that. I,don't see Mrs. Trask --I see three alterna- 

tives in her future. Either she functions on her own and be 
i A," b '. 

left alone to functionorshe will be able to,establish the 

kind of personal relationship with *these institutions, Minneapo 

Age and Opportunity or her church, so that she can informally 

give to some other human being the discretion to see that she 

takes her medication and has a proper diet, or she will be 

institutionalized the rest of her life. 

BY THE COURT: She--these people don't 

have the awareness as to their needs. The question is do we 

let them go downhill and running through the hearings and 

using up the estate on attorneys' fees with the recognition 

of the right to liberty? Do you see the dilemma? 

MR. AYRES: Absolutely. 
* 

BY THE COURT: I am not criticizing you, 

but I am trying to point. out the problem we have in these 

cases that we are dealing with and I am getting the writeups 
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and I am getting very sensitive. We have a reporter writing 

this up that knows nothing about the problems in these cases 

and I have got them-- about;once anweek I get something like 

this and I have got to deal with the problem and can't shed 

it and say, "Somebody else take care of it." It's before the 

Court and I have to make the decision. 

MR. AYRES: , .'I', When we pointed out even just 

the monetary expenses we freely admitted a tremendous percental 

is the constant contact. There is not a law firm geared to do 

Lt.2 I Ll1J.b. It tjiii wipe her out. Vie indicated that in the first 

petition to the Court. If she's back before the Court, it's 

got to be a question of can she function on her own because if 

s h e can ' + '-r 1 don' t see -.w.r7 -IL-u--L.:---. ally arLtfLllaLlvt: t0 inStitwUti~OnaliZing 

Mrs. Trask. 

BY THE COURT: I can see that she can 

function on her own provided there is intervention and in order 

her ability up and she's feeling pretty good then we are back 

in restoration and releasing her again and pay the costs of 

doing the legal aspects and we ;ITP cj~ing ir! 2 cycle until the 

estate will be largely used up and I am not saying it's your 

fault or anybody else's but what I am getting at is how do you 

stabilize the situation and what is the solution to this 

problem? 

MR. AYRBS: This problem did not exist 
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when there was some quasi-family to lean on. 

BY THE'COURT: These are the cases. You 
,' 

have no family. That is where you get the problem.",There is 

no daughter or son to intervene or help or anybody else. The 

sons and daughters get criticized too, you know, for intervenin 

with their liberties when they are in need. 

BY'THE COURT: Do you have anything, Mr. 

Brown? Any wisdom to offer? 

MR. BRO'WN: I have, but before that, I 

would like to ask the witness a question. 4 4 ,i' 

BY THE COURT: Proceed, by all means. 

EXAMINATION BY MR. BROWN: 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

As to the size of the bank balance that you have--you have 

given her back,. can you tell me what the size is as to 

her assets? : ' I. 

We have. I never took possession of her personal checking 

account. That has been in her own hands. 

At the First Bank. 

Whatever the balance is, she knows that. Her savings 

account-- she has two at Minnehaha. She had two: there is 

one at Minnehaha and one at F & M. Both of those pass- 

books have been returned to her. The only assets I am 

now holding are contained in the guardianship checking 

account. I think it's approximately $8,000 remaining in 

- 
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0 

that account. Everything else has been returned to her. 

If the account is allowed then you would deduct that and 

send the balance to her. 

A 

Q Do you know how much is in the Farmers & Mechanics in 

the account she now has? 

A 

Q 

A 

Not precisely. I could..look in here. '4 1. 

Would you tell me? 

The one at Minnehaha is $44,260. She has a certificate 

of deposit at Minnehaha for $10,000 and the savings accoun 6 3, I 
at F & M is$20,400. 

0 

A 

in 

And so her,assets now are the three items that you mention 

plus the balance of the $8,000 account that you have. 

The homstead and other items. 

MR. BROWN: Well, I would.say, Your Honor, 

mind with what we were talking about and what counsel men- 

tioned, you are,fearful of the next go around costing another 

$6,000. We are in the middle of one now and it isn't costing 

anything. Some institution got her in the hospital. She is 

going to get out. They are trying to push her out. I have 

insisted that they keep her. I have to come down and sign her 

out or something like that. She's still there. I checked it 

out an hour or so ago. Probably before the week is out she 

will have to come out. 'She's been through one of these episode 

She's restored again. Her blood is up and ulcer stopped 
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bleeding. 
/ 

<.,At, theipreliminaries, what 
v 

happens when she gets.out"'and.,doesn't eat and the diet is bad 

and she deteriorates mentally and physically and the neighbors 

get concerned and she says, "I don't want to go to the hospital' 

You are involved in an involuntary movement when you get her 

,in on the involuntary movement. She is going to call counsel 

vention by public officials through an involuntary procedure," 

then we go the rounds again., 

MR. BROWN: And how much does it cost, 

nothing, maybe $200 for me. 

BY THE COURT: You are going to do the 

same work he did for $200. 

MR. BROWN: We won't do that because we 

wouldn't need to do it.< All that is is telephone calls. 

She will be back in her home and eating. This will go on a 

few months and she will go down to the neighbor; Ebenezer will 

BY THE COURT: You won't get her in the 

hospital. We had telephone calls from her down at the office 

here in which she objected to going into the hospital. 

MR. BROWN: She went in last week. 

BY THE COURT: She went in now. 

MR. BROWN: She's in there now. 

, 

- 
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BY THE COURT: Do you think she's going to 

cooperate in the future? 1 

each time. 

MR.. BROWN: On the level of her cooperation 

BY THE COURT: And you will do this for $20( 

MR: BROWN: No, no,' 'no. 

,:: .,' . BY THE COURT: I would like to have a 

commitment. 

MR. BROWN: I'm not doing it on an official 

basis at all. No, I didn't want to imply that. r f' 1 I have seen 
i . : 4 i 

this too much. I am without choice. I am doing these things, 1 
you see-- they call me up, "Brown, why don't you get down there 

and tell her to stay." I go down and she stays. So far, I 

haven't gotten anything in the way of fees but I am saying that 

I think this can go around on an informal basis. We don't need 

that much monitoring of a person to the extent of what my diet 
n 

is. I have poor diet and nobody is monitoring that. She will 

get sick again or she will be bleeding and she will go in. 

BY THE COURT: You know it was the doctor 

that wanted her in the‘hospital involuntarily last time. 

MR. BROWN: And he is the one that said 

let her out and restore her, too. 

BY THE COURT: Right. 

MR. BROWN: So, maybe all the past advice 

hasn't been so good. It hasn't helped her, so I am suggesting 
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more informal handling of it; forget about it temporarily. I 

mean, before the Court this morning there is no issue; this is 

the issue of the bill anyway. 

BY THE COURT: There is always an issue 

of the bill; this is the responsibility of the Court. 

MR. BROWN: There is no issue to put her 

under guardianship. 

BY THE COURT: I am anticipating, while 

everyone is here, that we have a plan. 

MR. BROWN: If you would like to talk to 

her I will bring her down. 

BY THE COURT: Well, that doesn't help any 

cause. Her mind changes. She will say one thing now and a 

week later it's something else. This is not an easy decision. 

The mental state of her mind changes and fluctuates from time 

to time. 

MR. BROWN: Her mind isn't quite that bad. 

She is forgetful with the typical symptoms of aging. Physical11 

she comes down to the restaurant there. 

BY THE COURT: You are representing to me 

you think you have some personal control that will work. 

MR. BROWN: I don't want to say it so 

strongly that I will be held responsible for it. I am remarkin: 

she called me up, "They want to take me to the hospital. What 
-1--.-T 7 snoula i do?'! That is what she does. I say, "If the doctor 
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says so, you better go." So, she went and she's there now. 

I think this is one of those,go-arounds that you're talking 

about. She got down .and .went to the hospital. She's up now 

and she will be out and that go-around didn't cost anything. 

BY THE COURT: And you didn't get paid 

anything and you're not going to ask for anything. 

MR. BROWN: Well, I haven't put in my bill. 

BY THE COURT: You haven't put in your bill 

yet but you're thinking about it. 

MR. BROWN: I haven't given it any thought. 

She won't let me. She says she will handle it herself. 

BY THE COURT: That is good, Mr. Brown. I 

hope you will succeed and we will try it that way because we 

have no other alternatives. I wanted to air the matter at this 

time so I have some understanding of where we are going with 

this and when it comes in again and she has deterioration and 

we have to deal with the problem, I will look to you, Mr. Brown 

to give us some assistance. 

MR. BROWN: I don't think there is anything 

critical about the decisions now. It would be nice if she had 

a daughter she could move in with. That is true. 

BY THE COURT: Yes. Any comment, counsel. 

HR.. AYRBS : We went to some of the lengths 

that we went to not only because I think'it was the right 

way to take some pressure off the Court and not to put any on 
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the Court. I hope the Court understands that we freely extend "I, . 
the Court the'iicense to use its discretion in determining what 

it would take to defend this ladyrand commence1 a guardianship 

and run it six weeks and close it down. We recognize the 

numbers of hours are not normal. They are, in fact, what took 

place. What the Court chooses to do with that-in its discretio i ), .' 
will be most satisfactory. L ,I' . 

BY THE COURT: Will you summarize the bill- 

inn- nnt g0ip.r; intn &tai& -just b-0~1 y~12 did thi e. 
---1 I ---- -a. -- -1-a I I 

MR.,AYRES: Basically, Your Honor, there " 'se" .,, .,‘ ,‘. ' 
were four people involved in this file with the firm of 

Stacker & Ravich; myself, I am a partner with the firm: and 

my billing rate an hour committed to the file are set forth 

in the petition. David Kirkman is one of our law clerks who 

has worked with us on a fulltime basis.' 

BY THE COURT: Excuse me. Could you tell 

us your hours and how you billed it,, to get it on the record. 

MR. AYRBS: We billed the same way. 

BY THE COURT: Summarize that. 

!4R. AYRBS: We have a system of logging 

our time against this file as the time is expended. If a 

telephone call is received from Mrs. Traske we make a notation 

on the file as to the amount of time that phonecall took and 

follow-up work. At the end of each working day the secretary 

will collect the time sheets from all of the people in the offi 
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and they will be keypunched onto a computer. The printout , * ! 1 . . * 7. i 
attached to the'petition is merelyra computer reproduction of 

i 
-__- the individuai time entries made by. mySelf,-,iM~r r-2 --- ~~~ .-~;~r~man, Mary 

Stumo, Lyman Johnson and Jim Bates. All in our office at one 

time or another, had involvement in the guardiship matter. 
. -.' 

BY' THE COURT - C,.mmr%v; "A F-r a--1-. A..._ . 0 ulLuLta.L A. ICI= LVI cz=aG;rl "II=. " , *, 
MR.\.qAYRES: * . For myself the billing rate 

is $80 an hour and I put in 65.1 hours. 0.ur billing breakdown-, 

that comes to 5,208. Mr. Bates works with me. His billing rat{ . 
is $55 an hour -_- -- e He put in an hQlJr-and-a-half, 87 'in navi d .HW.M". YU".LU 

Kirkman who is the special guardian and we billed his time at 

$40 an hour as we would normally bill his time. He put in 

39.6 hours for $1, 584 and Mary Stumo who is also a law clerk ----__ 

but a first year law clerk with us; she is a senior in law schol 

$25 an hour and she put in 25.9 hours for $647.50. Basically, 

there were three principle functions that took place. The 
% 

appointment of the special guardian, the administration of 

the guardianship estate and the closing down of the guardianshi: 

with the final account and,the documents before the Court. The 

tremendous numbers and the length of the billing comes about 

by way of extreme repetition in phonecalls and personal contact 

and visits that were instituted in large measure by the ward 

herself and there is no way to avoid that short of hanging up 

and three minutes later she will.call again. We found it 

difficult to just shut her off. We did the best we,could to 
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attempt to communicate with her to make her understand what,it 

was we were trying to do but that reduces itself to time and 

that time is reflected in the bills. 

anything he wishes to add? 

MR. KIRKMAN: No, Your Honor. 

BY THE COURT: Okay. That is all. I 

will take it under advisement and make an order. 

******** 

1: Susan E. Swanke, Court Reporter in Tlennenin ---*.---cr-.. 
County Probate Court, did, on the 5th day of 
September, 1979, stenographically report the matter 
in re the Guardianship of Maude A. Trask; 

That I did on this date transcribe my original 
stenographic notes into a typewritten transcript; 

That this transcript, consisting of twenty 
pages, is a true, accurate, and complete copy of 
my stenographic notes so taken, to the best of my 
ability. 

Dated: September, lOth, 1979 

Reporter 



Melvin J. Peterson, 
Judge of Probate C,ourt, 
Hennepin County, Minn. 

STEPS IN COMMITMENT AND 
RIGHTS OF THE PATIENT 

Step Number One: 

Pre-Petition Phase - Screening 

At this point the contacts of the public from the mental 

health delivery system and the criminal justice system con- 

.tact the mental health examiner's office in the form of 

requests for assistance. In this pre-petition phase, the 

- objective is to screen out those persons for whom alterna- 

tives to commitment can be found. The rights of the patient 

are recognized in different ways. The determination is made 

through finding alternatives to commitment, that commitment 

is inappropriate, or that the person is not mentally ill or 

inebriate. If the contact problem is not resolved in those 

dispositive categories, then we go on to the petition phase, 

the other problems being now screened out of the commitment 

process. The four senior social workers of Hennepin County 

Welfare Department who conduct intake and pre-petition 

screening process utilize not only their own skills, but 

those of social workers in other specialized units within 

the county welfare system. The mental health social worker 

at the pre-petition screening conference discusses with the 

family and/or friends of the proposed patient other alterna- 
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. tives to petition for commitment. To assist in this determi- 

nation, the social worker refers the case to a specialist for 

intervention in assessment. The primary resources within the 

system are,the assessment, intervention and referral unit 

(AID) of the chemical dependency division, the Adult Protection 

Unit, and Child Protection Unit of the Hennepin County Commu- 

nity Services Department. These specialists, at the direction 

of the mental health social worker, contact the proposed 

patient, family and/or friends and make arrangements for other 

'aiternatives to petitioning when indicated and report the 

results of their evaluation to the mental health unit. 
- 

Step Number Two: 

'Petition Phase 

The Petition phase requires a showing of probable cause 

for commitment, which is verified by the screening procedure 

stated above, and in addition, the petition must be accompanied 

by a medical statement of the recent attending physician unless 

that is excused for valid reasons. At the same time, the 

petitioner is required to sign a statement called "Acknowledg- 

ment of Petition Concerning T.mplica.tio-ns of- a Judicial 

Commitment Proceeding". This describes the nature of the 

proceeding and the consequences of commitment in the form of 

ten statements which the petitioner must read and sign and 

also must be given a copy in writing. The purpose of this 

statement is to make certain that the petitioner understands 

the serious implications of judicial commitment proceedings 

-2- 



and its consequences to further protect the patient’s rights, 

M.S. 253A.21 provides, “Any person who willfully makes, joins 

in, or advises the making of any false petition or report, or 

knowingiy or wiiifdiy makes any false representation for the 

purpose of causing such petition or report to be made or for 

the purpose of causing an individual to be improperly hospi- 

taiized under sections 253A.Oi to 253A.21, is guilty of a 

gross misdemeanor and inay be punished by imprisonment in the 

state prison for not more than one year or by a fine of not 

lttore than $500.” This is also designed to protect the patient. 

- Step Number Three: 

Order to Apprehend Phase 

Assuming that probable cause for 

commitment is indicated, the Order for apprehension and further 

study is made. A Copy of the Order is served upon the patient 

and in addition thereto a deputy sheriff reads the entire Order 

to Apprehend and Confine for Examination, Ilearing and Appoint- 

ment of Attorney and Notice. This emphasizes the patient’s 

rights further in that the attorney is appointed by the court 

in the same Order, and the attorney’s address and phone numbers 

are contained in that Order. The patient retains a copy of the 

Order and is therefore in a position to immediately call the 

attorney to protect his rights further. 

At about this same time the patient is also served with 

a Notice to Patient of Rights Under Judicial Commitment. k 
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, copy of this Notice is ieft wi.th the patient and in additioll 

someone of the hospital staff will read it to the patient and 

make a note in the hospital chart that this has been done. 

This procedure also emphasizes the rights of the patient and 

advises the patient of the right to communicate by all reason- 

able means at reasonable hours day or night and that consulta- 

tions may be had with an attorney, personi physician and at 

least one member of the family. In addition, the Notice states 

that a time for hearing will be fixed within fourteen days of 

the filing of the Petition for a hearing and that he will have 

a hearing on the matter and that the patient has a right to 
- 

demand in writing at m that the hearing be held imme- * .- 
$iateJx. 

The patient's rights are thus protected further in that 

he gets a copy of this Notice of rights and it is even read to 

him to amplify the fact that the patient has such rights. 

Step Number Four: 

Examination and Study Phase 

At this point the patient is held for study in a hospital 

setting under professional observation and care: the duration 

of which is approximately seven days. This study is in a 

neutral, disinterested setting with persons W!IO are not 

associated with the petitioner and is designed to protect the 

rights of the patient by having a workup by persons who are 

professional in a proper environment where the patient can 
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rest comfortably and be observed by persons who have no connec- 

tion with the petitioner or that family. During this time, the 
--LZ .I 1 patlent nas a right to refuse medication. This medica i workup 

protects the rights of the patient in that neutral and dis- 

interested observation is recorded in the form of entries in 

the hospital records, which will be available for the hearing 

procedure to assure that the patient is not held for judicial 

commitment without proper and reasonable grounds. The hospital 

notes are then available for the hearing for the two-fold pur- 

'nnen of n;%r4rrrr tp,e trier of fact ar;d 4-h- -----I---- yvc3cL 6-c" A.&q-, LLL~: iiE!d~CGi exarn~rlers a 

basis for reaching conclusions based upon professional study. 
- 

This procedure further protects the rights of the patient in 

that many times it occurs that by taking the patient out of 

f-b-p rrinic pnvirnnmont and p~dttipg hip, ip‘ tb,e hncn;tQl i-l-+: r. -----v -..vLL-...a.-L.w "..w. rr"c4yiL.a A., LLL.AJ 

in and of itself may result in eliminating the need for continued 

hospitalization and has a marked tendency to point out possible 

a 1ternatiVes t0 commitment i The Cnlrrt-annnintod avgminorc reiy *w-w VII&- -rr-A*a--- Y,."LL,.LL*b& u 

substantially on these records in arriving at their opinions as 

the records include continuous observation and the results of 

any other studies or testing that may have been made. These 

records are available for inspection to the natient's attorney r- ------ 

in advance of the hearing. 

Step Number Five: 

Hearing Phase 

At this point the Court has appointed examiners to assist 

the Court in making its findings and determination related to 

4 
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the mental illness question. In Hennepin County the examiners 

are always psychiatrists with extensive backgrounds, training 

and experience in t-his profession. Due to their expertise in 

this field, they assure the making of a record that substan- 

tiates the determinations of the Court. Of course, the Court 

is not necessarily bound by their determinations and will 

decide the matter on the record as a whole as provided by the 

statute. However, their existence as an advisory source to 

the Court is additional assurance that the Court will decide 

'tt.A es.Ynm -YA-n.al-. L&&C: LQDC tJl.uptsLLy as the t3XZimirierS have im connection with the 

family, the patient or any other party that may have an interest 
- 

adverse to the patient. The stance of the examining psychia- 

trist is that of a neutral, disinterested specialist who has 

the duty t-j nAnC;rlnr the :r\t,-lrfi-tr. of the --+-f--c C"L‘~L"1;A. .L‘lLGA.G3C3 paLLcliL ;iS Wf2l.i 2s 

society at large. 

At the hearing the attorney must be present who has been 

annmintocl hv the ~curt nlnT-3n r.r-rtL "-TV 
other ~r~w~~~~~" "J "CCr..a.-.r... 4-L-c -S.-e clrurrh WILL, ally a L LUL Lkcy LllaL way 

be retained privately by the patient. The patient has the right 

to be present personally to further protect his rights. The 

attorney by statute has the right to cross examine all wit- 

t3essp.c inplrrdinn t-ho pSvrhiatric+ ~dhs nvz~minoA the --*;a-+- ----- -1, ““‘-.e&‘.~ “1.W for J “b&-C” b* A” c \r~“LLLA.‘LL” LILF; pcl L LSI&L 

the Court, for the protection of the patient. The examining 

psychiatrists examine the patient prior to the hearing and may 

give a preliminary opinion. Even before the commencement of 

the hea ring, the patient's attorney may examine the board on 

its preliminary opinion and a motion for dismissal of the 

petition may be made and considered. When the evidence is 

ali llnj the examiners may be exami nxl by ?$p_ nttnrnpv for the --.-...-s-v- ----“‘-J 
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patient for a sP,r,Qnd tip-e to acrQrt=rin w!;ac +,bseir findincrc and -“I”+ --A.. A-L..“*LLbQ 

opinions are relative to the entire matter, based on all the 

evidence that has been presented, including the hospital 

rornrd c rpforred +o nrpvi nircl v. ^“--*“” ^“-“..m”” r--‘--“-J l 

The Court in receiving evidence in such a mental proceed- 

ing is bound by the rules of evidence the same as any other 

r;glJrt_ a0-d the patiPnt’s fllll right Qf Cress Puaminatinn l 
e-e- “‘.U,I.A.S&” C-a.VL& IS 

protected by the statute as well as the right to be personally 

present during the proceeding and to confront the witnesses. 

Almost invariablv _ . - __ _ - L _ .------, j 
the patient i!: present, If t_hp_ nnti@nt is 

r- ------ 

not present, it is because the patient does not want to be or 

his attorney has decided otherwise, 

At the hearing the patient may present witnesses and may 

advance any theory of defense through counsel. The patient is 

directly afforded a full hearing within the meaning of ail 

constitutional concepts, both state and federal. 

At the conclusion of the hearing, dismissal of the peti- 

tion may be granted or alternatives to commitment may again be 

examined as to any possible disposition that c,an be made short 

of commitment. This will include the alternatives of having 

the hearing continued without a finding of any iiirr_es~ or a 

commitment stayed on condition that the patient proceed with 

voluntary treatment, contemolatine that if this is successful ~-L -- ---u 

the petition will. be dismissed and the entire proceeding ter- 

minated at the date to which the matter has been continued. 

This again protects the riehts of the Patient in that a record v---- r- ------ 

of commitment may be avoided as well as a later feeling of 

embarrassment. 
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It must be emphasized that even before the hearing is 
. 

held, the patient has the right under the statute, expressly 

stated, that the patient can demand an immediate hearing. 

Thus, if it is brought to the attention of the Court at any 

time either by the patient or his attorney or any other re- 

liable source that the patient desires a hearing immediately 

and a showing is made that indicates that the patient need not 

or should not be held for observation pending a full hearing 

on the merits, this can be granted. The matter can also be 

disposed of by the Court summarily. This occurs on occasion, 

usually for the reason that the person doesn't need commitment 
- in that an alternative disposition already has evolved prior to 

the hearing. These are further protections afforded to the 

patient under the statute. 

Step Number Six: 

Commitment and Post-Commitment Phase 

Assuming that commitment is appropriate and less restric- 

tive alternatives are ruled out, the patient is sent to either 

a private or state hospital for care and treatment. Commit- 

ment is to a private hospital when practical because it is 

generally considered more desirable by patients than commit- 

ment to a state institution. 

The most critical measure of the protection of the 

rights of a patient in a commitment proceeding is the legal 

test that must be applied in ordering confinement. Chapter 

253A prescribes stringent requirements in this regard, 
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which are stated in M.S. 253A.07, Subd. 17(a), which reads: 

"SUbd. 17. If, upon completion of the hearing and con- 

sideration of the record which shall be made pursuant to the 

rules of evidence, the court finds the proposed patient is: 

(a) A mentally ill person, and (1) that the evidence of 

the proposed patient's conduct clearly shows that his custo- 

mary self-control, judgment, and discretion in the conduct of 

his affairs and social relations is lessened to such an extent 

that hospitalization is necessary for his own welfare or the 

protection of society; that is, that the evidence of his con- 

duct clearly shows: (i) that he has attempted to or threa- 
a tened to take his own life or attempted to seriously physically 

harm himself or others; or (ii) that he has failed to protect 

himself from exploitation from others; or (iii) that he has 

failed to care for his own needs for food, clothing, shelter, 

safety or medical care; and (2) after careful consideration of 

reasonable alternative dispositions, including but not limited 

to, dismissal of petition, out-patient care, informal or 

voluntary hospitalization in a private or public facility, 

appointment of a guardian, or release before commitment as 

provided for in section 253A.12, and finds no suitable alterna- 

tive to involuntary hospitalization, the court shall commit 

such patient to a public hospital or a private hospital con- 

senting to receive him, subject to a mandatory review by the 

head of the hospital within 60 days from the date of the order 

as hereinafter provided;" 
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*. * During the sixty day period following initial commitment, the 
. 

patient is on a temporary consnitment of sixty-day duration, 

at the end of which a further report is made by the hospital 

as required by statute. This report is made to the Court 

before final determination of commitment. Also, at the end 

of the sixty day period, the patient may be given another 

hearing if requested. The report of the hospital is a further 

protection to the patient to indicate whether continued commit- 

ment is needed, otherwise the patient is released. Assuming 

at this point that further alternatives are appropriate, these 

can be utilized and include discharge, provisional discharge, 

- half-way house, or other disposition as may accord with the 

re-evaluation at that time. 

Another right is established forthe patient by M.S. 

253A.11, which provides that upon admission to a hospital on 

commitment, the hospital or other public health facility 

"shall notify forthwith the patient's spouse or parent . . . 

If the patient was admitted upon the petition of a spouse or 

parent, the head of the hospital or public health facility 

shall notify an interested person other than the petitioner." 

The general thrust of this section is to make certain that 

someone is notified of the patient's admission to the hospital 

in order to assure that the patient is not simply salted away 

without notice to anybody. 

During the period of commitment and stay at the hospital, 

the statute guarantees the patient several rights which are 

enumerated therein. This is like a patient's Bill of Rights. These 

-lo- 
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. rights are contained in Section 253A. 17 and rclatc to the 

- 

following matters: 

Subdivision 1 Protection on the use of rektraints. I / 

Subdivision 2 Censorship and the right to .correspond 
with officials and an attorney. 

Subdivision 3 Patient’s right to special correspon- 
dence outside the institution. 

Subdivision 4 Papers and envelope privileges with 
I stamps furnished at State’s expense and right 

to privacy in correspondence. 

Subdivision 5 Correspondence rights of the patient 
. . requiring that any restrictions must be put on 

the record and thk reasons therefore, which must 
be based on the medical welfare of the patient 
and subject to review by the commissioner. 
Correspondence to patient cannot be retained 
where it cannot be delivered and must be returned 
to sender. 

Subdivision 6 Any patient is entitled to receive 
visitors and particularly the patient’s 
personal physician, spiritual advisor and 
attorney shall be permitted at all reasonable 
times. 

Subdivision 7 The head of the-hospital must have 
the physical and mental condition of every 
patient assessed not less than annually. 

Subdivision 8 Restrictions on surgical procedures 
on patient and imposing civil and criminal 
liability, if performed in violation. 

Subdivision 9 Standards of service are prescribed 
for care and treatment within the institution 
during confinement. 

Further, during the period of commitment to the State 

Hospi ta 1, the statute provides that the patient has a right 

to demand a review before a board that is established by the 

statute to periodically examine all patients every six months 

to assure that no patient is held that should be released. 

This is provided in M.S. 2531\.16. Each patient is notified 

11 



in writing of this right. See Subdivision 3 of M.S. 253A.16. . 
In the event that the review board makes a determination 

adverse to the patient, the patient has a right to appeal to 

the C*rnramh Prr.+rC CA.- -AA2 J-2 ,--1 .a---1 --- oup'- SLILC; b"UL L AWL aUU.Ll.l.ullaL review. 

The statute also contains a procedure for provisional 

discharge which affords the patient an additional right. 

By the nrnxricinn?l Ai mnh.%wrTn O..k+n- L--J ,I2 LI- yL""&mA."‘&CIA. u13bLLLaL~jc: 3yDL~ll1, +-I.- Lilt: 1lttdc.l UL LIlf2 hospital 

can study the effects upon the patient of a release back into 

the community. A provisional discharge is more readily granted 

to a patient because it can be done on a temporary basis and 

can be revoked j.p- th-e mwnt- it tl~rp~s nil+ +hgl+ tb,e n3 +;n-+- is - I _.I" "UC CllUL fx" L J-Z;LLL 
a 

not ready for final discharge. This provision, however, does 

not relate to those persons committed as psychopathic person- 

ality or to those persons committed as dan-geroius to the public. 

The latter persons can be discharged under a hearing procedure 

before a special review board under M.S. 253A.16, Subd. 5. 

Finally, if the patient is not assertive in the protection 

of his or her rights, M.S. 253A.19: Subd, lj nrovides that anv r-- --- -- a 
interested person may petition the court for an order adjudica- 

ting that an individual is not mentally ill or an inebriate. 

This has been construed to include the patient as petitioner, 

as well as others. There is no time limitation in this pro- 

vision; therefore, such petition may be made at any time. In 

essence, this is a restoration proceeding and the patient 

again is afforded the rights of counsel, hearing? cross 

examination, and presence. 

-12- 



There are various other minor provisions here that flow 

throughout the statute for the protection of a patient which 

I will not mention, but the foregoing rights are the primary 

rights that are afforded to the patient, the great bulk of 

which were provided in the reform act of 1967 with subsequent 

amendments having added to those rights from time to time. 
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September 13, 1979 

TO: IIGNNEPIi1 COUNTY BOARD OF CO:IMISSIOlJERS 
FROM: MELVIN J. PETERSON, JUDGE IN PROBATE 

s UB JECT : REPORT OF MENNEPIN COUNTY PROBATE COURT 
ON CURRENT OPERATIONS PLhlD BUDGETARY 
CONCERNS 

Members of the Board, I appreciate this opportunity to make 

this report, as I requested, relating to guardianship, conservator- 

ship and mentally disabled proceedings in this County. 

I wanted this report to be made in an open setting with complete 

public disclosure of the communications to the Board. This is to 

avoid any question of the position of this Court on those matters 

and thus avoid any question as to what I am reporting to the Board. 

I also want to make this information public for a better understand- 

ing of this Court's function. 

The matters that I wish to discuss have a weighty impact upon 

the future budget of Hennepin County and is, therefore, very signi- 

ficant to every taxpayer and citizen. 

The request to communicate openly to this Board follows 

recent newspaper articles in the press in the morning Tribune. I 

believe you are all familiar with these articles. These articles 

relate primarily to the question of the protection of the rights of 

the elderly, when they reach that stage in life that requires inter- 

vention through guardianship or conservatorship proceedings. Such 

proceedings generally provide for a substitution of judgment on 

behalf of a ward by the guardian exercising control of property 

and physical custody of the person or the ward. I also wish to 

discuss a corollary problem which is that of the mentally 

disabled and commitment procedures. 

These recent articles have engendered deep concern among Board 

members as to what is happening in this area, as to what the facts 

a,,; and as to what administrative or other actions the Board 

should take as may be reyuired by the circumstances. I share L 

same concerns'and feel that only through a' direct report to the 

1, IOSC! 

Board can the true facts appear. The Court is charged with the 

responsibility for the administration of the judicial functions. 

I am the Probate Judge and am charged with that responsibility, 

and only through such a report iis :. am now giving you can the 
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Board understand the scope of authority of the Court, its duties 

and functions, the policies of the Court, and the limitations on 

actions the Court can take. : 

First, I wish to emphasize that many of the facts represented 

in the press, in my opinion, are distorted, fact selection, and 

are designed to impart the impression that there is lack of concern 

in the office of the Probate Court. It is made to appear that there 

is wholesale mismanagement of funds of wards, including the sale 

of houses below market value, and that speculators are making wind- 

fall profits at the expense of the elderly. Also, it's made to 

appear, by journalistic manipulation that elderly people are being 

snatched out of their homes, their property sold without a hearing, 

and that the elderly are being shoved into rest homes when they are 

perfectly capable of handling their own affairs. Now, that is how 

it appears to me. It may be possible that the role of the Court 

and the limitations upon the Court in this matter is not understood 

by those who are responsible for the writing of these newspaper 

articles. If that is the case, this report should be of some help 

in providing understanding. 

There is no question that, as a result of recent developments 

in the law expanding the jurisdiction of the Probate Court, that at 

the present time the Court is understaffed and lacking in space 

facilities. There is no question that we do not have adequate 

personnel to handle expanding jurisdiction that has been given 

this Court, since 1976, _M_y rerI11est fQr an additional JlldrYP for I-‘-- -‘-.-J‘- 

the Probate Court has been made and is well known to the Governor, -__--. _-- - ----- 

the Legislature and the Supreme Court, as well as to the District --e--e. .-- 
rn11vt .Tl>Af7S3C b”UJ. L nl cT\ ” UULJLU. ‘,J.Q”, alnnn 1.~4 th 2 r,e.g .-fr,ann urvlry w-c L&I ?-here 1.r; 1 1 

vuuycz, 
ha\,n t= w-c.I.4. A‘U”Fi 

B--.-m- - 

be--prbvided auxiliary personnel to assist the Judge in carrying out 

his functions, together with additional space requirements. I've 

p,ad little re'spor,se 2 - LL- - 111 ~111s aLea LW arrlrlaar;lvely proviae anOther _-__ *.- -ec2__--I I __- I__ - __- --L -3 - 

Judge. I have been told by the Legislature that they will again 

?-- - 1 J--A -__ Lurislaer my request at tne next session. -*- 'e-m __-____ --A- -.- . I-- - ----I -.~ we.re presently making 

some progress on space needs, but with this also comes a need for 

additional personnel to expand the Court functions. To acquaint 



you with this situation is part of the reason why I wish to appear 

here today and solicit your support. 

Despite the lack of space and personnel to meet the great needs 

of our growing society, and the expanded jurisdiction created by the 

Legislature, I believe the Board and the citizens of this County 

need to know that the Court, its Referees and personnel have not 

only done a good job in meet.ing the challenge, but have done an 

excellent job in the face of very adverse conditions. This .Court 

has, at the present time, very few additional personnel over what 

it had twenty years ago; yet the population of the County is up 

from that time, along with a demand for, greatly expanded services 

and broadened trial jurisdiction. 

Furthermore, the newspaper articles, in my opinion, have not 

dealt fairly with the facts, whether this be intentional or by 

mistake, and I fear that we may rush into hasty impromptu, ill- 

conceived responses to these articles that can lead to the wrong 

corrective actions in the wrong areas, to create unnecessary 

expenses and waste without addressing the real problems and deal 

adequately with the proper functions of the Court. 

In order to understand the problems of Probate administration, 

a discussion of its functions are in order. What is the Probate 

Court? The Probate Court has three primary areas of jurisdiction. 

These are: number one, the cases that deal with the division of 

property and its distribution when people die; the second area is 

the area of guardianship and conservatorships. This deals with 

the problems of persons under disability, either through advancing 

years or herr;rlino t!ley are mi nnrc: ----..I- . ..A..Va. Y . Thn Court hand1 nc j-he preper-y, ~rl.~ a.U..U.&bY 

in either case, at both spectrums of the life span. The guardian- 

skYP~~Xnd- conservatorships are very similar in nature, the primary 

and adjudged to be incompetent, and the person loses the right to 

vote and contract. Conservatorships, on the contrary, do not result 

in a person being declared incompetent, and the person continues to 

have power to vote and to contract. Also, in a conservatorship, 

..L - n-.---a tne Lourt can prescribe the degree of controi of the conservator 



over the conservatee. The third area of,jurisdiction is mental 

illness cases dealing with the problems of the mentally disabled, 

drug addicts, alcoholics, and persons who may be dangerous to 

the public. These areas of jurisdiction are all very volatile. 

They deal with the rights and freedoms of individuals and with 

property rights between various parties. There is always 

room for criticism or challenge that individuals' rights are 

being jeopardized. There is also the possibility of fraudulent 

concealment of assets, fraudulent sale of assets, or outright 

conversion of property belonging to wards and estates. This has 

always been true and always will be as long as people have a right 

to own property and we have the democratic freedoms that we have 

in this country pertaining to the rights of individuals. Any 

administration of these areas is, therefore, inherently delicate, 

difficult, and controversial. 

In order to understand the Probate Court system, one must know 

how the Court exercises its jurisdiction; what its actual functions 

are in relation to the proceedings: that are before it. The 

principle function of the Court is a judicial one. That is, to 

determine fact and law questions in the cases that come before it, 

and to adjudicate the rights between people in contested cases. 

The Court also has judicial functions on hearings that come before 

it to open estates and determine whether or not there are any 

objections to certain actions for administration, including admitting 

and probating wills, and if there are obiections then the Court must ----I -- ------ 

hold hearings and adjudicate rights on the basis of contested cases. 

Since the Court function is primarily a judicial one, one must 

readily see t!lat ipa 2 iiomnrrapv wit-h ~nnctit11tinnal iii vi ci nn nf UC...VYh W”J . . . -Is Y”I.V l-4. “U U...“I.UI u... ” --“IV.. “L 

power-between executive, legislative, and judicial branches of 

the Court in contested cases brought by those persons who have 

'.A,, ,.cC,,L,;I Ut;t=‘l aLl.t=C;LtzLl‘ or by goverrl~,erlt agerIcies A-L-1 ---- LIL~L due &iEKged With the 

responsibility to bring proceedings related to violations of rights 

of individuals in the areas concerned. 



‘& ’ The Court can only make decisions based on a sworn record 

made in the courtroom, and not on the basis of news stories written 

for journalistic purposes. In the process of carrying out the 

foregoing duties, the Court is a Court of record, and this is 

a public record showing the history of all of the cases that 

are before it and the ultimate determinations that are m.ade in 

a particular proceeding. A large part of the Probate function 

is devoted to record keeping in addition to the judicial function. 

This county has been served by a single Probate Judge heading 

the Probate Division since the state was admitted to the Union 

in May of 1858. There are four Court Referees who assist the 

Court, but the Referees may not make a final order without 

Court review and the signature of the Judge. In exercising 

the Probate Court functions the Court has auditing clerks who 

check accounts that are filed for mathematical errors, who 

check receipts and vouchers, and who review the disbursements. 

In this connection the court, does rpvj.pw whether o,r nnt thf? ..- - 

charges of the attorney and guardian or representatives in 

estates are fair and reasonable, but the Court does not have any I 
field i nvnc:t-i nat i nrr nrarcnnnnl A..‘.-‘~~fl.AC.L...J JyL&““....~&. There are no persons in the Court 

that can go out into the field and look through bank accounts 

and carry on a general investigation. There is practically no 

Probate Court in the United States that exercises that kind of 

jurisdiction. This would be added as a special function, which 

is very unusual, and not in the Probate tradition. One such Court 

that this Court is aware of is Los Angeles County, where recently 

a separate unit was added to provide an attorney and investigative 

staff. 1~ mnst illri sdirtinnc: thi c is handlaii by the &upLty . IVY b J U& &Y_A” UhV..U U..&Y ..U....I”U 

Attorney, District Attorney, or other administrative agencies 

charged with responsibility of protecting the rights of persons 

ant! I\ s-n,,t-t b- I- 11 Fttnr-t i ARC yA."yL L L-J . If Cloth L> Lab-1 1 1. u,,xd L*L,,Ie i> re to be .5Jrlnd Ant-i ci nn m,,c t "UUL.4, a L4\-b-L.zD*v.I ‘1InA.z b 

be made as :to what agency will exercise these and the scope of 

the jurisdiction. In 1970 the Court requested a former County 

&pa,rd to nctahlich a normannnf- Crrzavdi-nnhhn arvr7i tnv b” b-U./-L&V.. ,fb.L.“U”C”b Thi c was uuua.urur.u.rry ‘.UUIL”.L. *..*..a 

denied as unnecessary. 

In order to further understand what is happening in the Probate 

Court system, I must briefly review what has happened in the Legis- 

lature in the last few years which has a direct bearing on what 
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Wllci L .LJ.lill. Ld L.LUIlb 

are on its jurisdiction saw fit to greatly restrict the Court's 

supervisory power in order to simplify proceedings, reduce record 

keeping, and to keep the Court from interfering with the private 

rights 'of families to administer their own affairs. The basic 

philosophy adopted in that law, which is The Uniform Code, is 

stated as follows: 

"Overall, the system accepts the premise that the 
Court's role in regard to Probate administration 
and its relationship to personal representatives 
who derive the power from public appointment, is 
wholly passive until some interested person invokes 
its power to secure resolution of a matter. 
State, 

The 
throuqh the Court, should provide remedies 

which are suitable and efficient to protect any 
and all rights regarding successors, but should 
refrain from intruding into family affairs unless 
relief is requested, and limits its relief to that 
sought . " 

The adoption of The Uniform Code was heralded as new day in 

Probate proceedings that would remove the shackles of the Court. 

The Minneapolis Tribune and the Star supported that as a reform. I 

personally appeared before the Legislature at numerous meetings to 

oppose the lack of supervisory authority that The Uniform Probate 

Code contained. Suddenly, today, the Tribune has reversed its 

position, declaring that the Court should exercise all kinds of 

supervisory powers when it suited a journalistic purpose. The 

Court's power is now reduced in several areas. There is'little or 

no bonding in estates, little or no supervision, the filing 

of vouchers is legally eliminated. In an informal proceeding the 

r-2 7 2 riling of accounts is no ionger necessary. if something goes wrong 

there is no security provided whereby the injured person can recover. 

It is obvious that there is no way that any Court can eliminate 

all fraudulent activities, but today if we have a misappropriation, 

there is little or no security in the system. Legislative and 

other ndministrati.vc bodies must make up their minds as to which 

way they will have it. Either we have more record keeping, super- 

vision, and security: and personnel to administer it, or we don't. 

We know that sooner or later there will be uncovered misappropria- 
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tions of funds in the system. Certainly in view of my record in 

the Legislature, I feel that I was diligent in trying to present 

supervision and proper record keeping. I wish to give public 

notice now that we do not have adequate p rotection in estate --.--,--------.--- - 

proceedings since the Uniform Probate Code was adopted Mismanaae- A _--.-_-.._ -c- L ---e -----------2 - 

ment and misappropriation can happen and may be happening at this 

very moment and there is nothing to prevent it. Recently, one of 

your own employees who handles estate funds was brought in for a 

mandatory accounting concerning misappropriation of assets. This was 

a public employee charged with the responsibility to preserve the 

assets of the estate affected. This will happen from time to time. 

Some form of security for mismanagement must be provided in all 

estates and guardianships such as bonding or other security 

, 

forms. 

The current caseload of this Court is such that we are process- 

ing 2,400 probate proceedings per year, 500 to 750 auardianship and -I --.- ---___ ----c I 

conservatorship proceedings, and over 800 mental illness proceed- 

ings. We have 140,000 accrued probate files; 65,000 accrued 

conservatorship and guardianship files. Certainlv ~ ; one Judge 

can't be charged with responsibility to make field investigations 

,I 

to see what is occurring in these cases, i am busy in the CoUrtrOOm, ,I 

The functions that I've just cited to you means that we're carrying 
,I 

an inventory in each one of those categories of approximately 

10,000 estate files that are .still open and active; 5;OOO auardian- -& --- ;I --- ----- 

ship or conservatorship files that are still open at all times. 

If you're going to have field investigators check all those files, 

you have a massive t;rsk before yni~ t-0 prQyidp ndmi nistrativp aped ---..-..-- -^ - -- . - 

physical personnel to take care of it. The newspaper says the 

Probate Court should go through Fiduciary bank accounts in every case 

L7!!(\ t;ry 120 <ascQrtLtaip. if t-,llere is ally g!nriQy lQst: in +;!ie ,admini nl-r,a- VW...-..--. “SW 

tive process.' This is physically impossible and 

would involve a field investigation in dcpth‘in every case at 

Now, let's get back to the specific cases at hand which were 

reDorted in t_h_e press, - -c -- --- First,, I would 1i.k.e t-0 deal with t_he 

problems reported in the case of Ludvig Hagen, which was a guardian- 



ship proceeding. The general thrust of the newspaper articles in 

relation to Ludvig Hagen was to convey the impression to the public 

that his rights were not properly handled in a number of particulars. 

First, it was reported that he didn't sign the petition for 

appointment of a conservator and that it was imposed upon him without 

his knowledge by his church friends. Secondly, it was reported 

that he had no knowledge of his house being sold; never wanted it 

sold; and objected to its sale. Third, that the sale by Evangelical 

Church officials, who were friends of Hagen and in which church he 

had been active, were people who were not concerned about his welfare 

and were more concerned about their interest as beneficiaries under 

his will. You will recall that the Court appointed one of Ludvig's 

church friends as guardian, which was Robert IIagen, who was an 

officer of the church. It was reported that Ludvig, who was 

a member of this church group had no knowledge of what the officials 

were doing to him and that the matter was processed without his consent 

or participation. Finally, it was reported that Hagen could be taken 

care of in his own home and was capable of handling his own affairs 

and living in his home and the Court did not protect his right to 

stay there. The Court wishes to express its concern about such 

allegations. In each case that comes before the Court for the 

sale of any homestead the Court requires proof by sworn testimony 

that the ward cannot live~in the house and in addition thereto, a 

medical statement from the attending physician is required by the 

Court even though this is not required by statute. Now, what 

happened in Ludvig's case? As was shown at the trial of this 

matter, he did sign the petition. In addition, Robert Hagen, who 

was well-liked by Ludvig, was a friend of his for a considerable 

period of time. He was instructed by Ludvig on several occasions 

to do many things for Ludviy prior to tl~2 establishment of the 

conservatorship, including an instruction to sell his house in a 

statement which he signed. There are exhibits in the file which 

you can examine yourself, signed by Ludvig. He also instructed 

Kobert Hagen to do other things for him in connection with his 

accounts. Five years prior to the establishment of the conservator- 

. 



ship Ludvig stated that he wanted to be in the Lutheran Hall at the 

Ebenezer‘Society when he reached the state in his life where he needed 

such service. All the medical testimony was to the effect that Ludvig 

could not be taken care of in his home. In addition, the Court 

observed him in the courtroom. At about 2 o'clock on the day he 

appeared at the hearing, Ludvig could no longer sit in his chair 

in the courtroom because of his physical problems and had to lie 

prostrate. I, therefore, instructed his aids to place him on the 

couch in my chambers where he slept until 4:30. When I adjourned 

at 4:30 I could not return to my chambers as it took 45 minutes 

for three people to get him off the couch into a wheelchair to 

wheel him out of my chambers. I personally visited Ludvig the 

other night at the Lutheran Hall. He is well cared for and in good 

physical condition considering his age. He requires considerable 

attention. To go to the bathroom it's necessary that two nurses 

assist him. The same is .true when he leaves his wheelchair to 

be placed in bed. His memory is confused. He is still looking for 

his wife and stated to me again that she was lost in the crowd and 

he has been looking for her for two days in the home and was wonder- 

ing if I could find her someplace, even though she has been dead 

for several years. He cannot leave his wheelchair unassisted. In 

addition, he needs observation and attention from a medical doctor 

on a quite regular basis. At the time of the trial Ludvig stated he 

wanted to return home to Norway. He also stated he would like to 

go home to his brother and wife in Heaven. There was no practical 

way to stay in his home which would require at least two nurses 

in attendance or a practical nurse and a registered nurse. Besides, 

it would be difficult to get a physician to attend to him on a 

regular basis. In any case, he would not be conscious as to where 

hc was most of tllc time. If any of you have any doubts about this 

you can visit: him in room 410 at the Lutheran Ball of the Ebenezer - - _... 

Society on Park Avenue. The guardian in this case, Robert Hagen, 

was a_ very conscientiQlJs indivialJa1 i Hp was a Christian nPrsnn- 
I?--- ---- I 

active in his church group at the Salem Evangelical Free Church 

and carried out many activities on behalf of people who were aged, 



such as taking them to dinner on Sundays and returning them home 

and many other activities, - -~. -- The nllhl i ri tv givpp. bsia~. ~2s ~~nAacnv~rn~ r-^------J U.*“+UGI ” GU 

and he has become very distraught over these proceedings, and has 

resigned as guardian and has left this country to serve on a 

foreign mission in the Orient, I gave him a hearing in order to 

afford him opportunity to explain his conduct. The fees that were 

charged were allowed by Judge Barbeau on special hearing and I 

concurred in his decision that t!~e fees were fair and reannnahle - ----..---- 

and were only necessary by reason of the publicity given in the 

morning Tribune. Many guardians are now frustrated and concerned 

about their responsibilities and many no longer wish to serve. 

I might add here that guardians are instructed by the Court 

as to their responsibilities and are given instructions in the 

courtroom in writing. 

I would like to comment briefly on the other press reports 

related to cases in aeneral a_s well as c;c)mp specific cases t.h..at we .J-------- L -_..- 

handle. I am furnishing each Commissioner with a transcript of a 

typical kind of case so that you may be aware firsthand what the 

Drohlems a_Ee and what decisions b-ave tc! be made- zr - -- ----.- There are no 

. 

I 

simple answers to these problems nor simple solutions. In the Ruth 

Christy matter, which was reported in the press, it was mentioned 

as a case that was not properly handled. Long before this was 

reported in the press the Court had taken action when the matter was 

presented. A guardian was appointed and action was commenced to 

recover funds. That case is now pending in the District Court 

and will be on for trial shortly. The matter was processed 

as emxnf+li t iniial v ;I p~~jhle apad, r---------3 as is j-ride with any case i nwnlvi nn 2 
*-- ” -- ” ---Yl 

guardianship matter, is given special priority in the District 

Court and will be tried in a much shorter time after its commence- 

m.e!lf: tII;\II O!:f_lip-ary Pa7gP.C arei ‘l’hlc. f--,cf3 w-at ---..... ----- ,-.lti uLuM ,,&- lIzand 1 nd Qp- 2 rnnt-rnr=rl- i \rn . . . . ..U...“” Y”“~~a.uc*“~ 

basis between the Welfare Department, the County Attorney's office 

and the Probate Court. Another such case is the case of Anita 

Bancroft; w!l~re t]lp wnrii c~p.x~p,yed annrnuimatPlv .CPE;fl nnn ipa ;1990t-c ..--- -rJy- VI.-...- “u-1 T’U”,““” UYYII” 

to a third party friend without the protection of any security 

as the transfers were outright. The Court held hearings on this 

matter in cooperation with the County Attorney's office and the 
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Welfare Department and the funds were transferred into trust to 

protect the ward, in agreement with all parties, including the 

County Attorney’.s office; the. We1 fara tbnartmont . ..T-e..eL” and ?-he nr\CamC~ 3 1 Yb“UI \r.llblA b, )f”LG‘, L4.Q.L 

heirs of the ward. Such cases are constantly arising from time 

to time and the rights of the wards are a constant concern of 

i-ha CQIQ~~ and ’ “..U U*,U It is c9rhm; ttnil .2UU,IIJ. L LCZU that these --- r\.a,,.Yrr-1.. L.,,;ll,-l ‘- all= pluptlLly 11cI11u.Leu 111 

accordance with the statutes. 

The same is true in the case of Albin Mortenson. The Court 

held proceedings immediately to recover assets conveyed at an 

unreasonable price. The assets were recovered. The property 

.WSS -_--___-__ -2 -.- 3 1-l-- ------ - recur~veyeu ana the wara.s property reconstituted in the pro- 

bate proceeding. Preliminary publicity had been given to that 

problem but the successful recovery of the assets was not 

reported. Nor is there any publicity given to the hundreds 

of cases that are properly handled with success and without un- 

reasonable expenses. 

The questions raised concerning the sale of houses by the 

Estate Management Corporation is a matter upon which I will not 

comment as the matter is under investigation and there are hearings 

before the Court. The only thing that I will mention in that 

connection is the fact that the houses involved required considerable 

improvement; were not up to code, and required substantial work 

before they could be sold. The newspaper articles however, 

give the impression there were substantial profits made without 

any effort of any kind in a short period of time. The details 

of those situations will be looked into further by the County 

Attorney's office and a report made. If it appears that there is 

any overreaching of the ward's rights in those proceedings, the 

Court will authorize the County Attorney's office to proceed by 

tllc appointment of special guardians to recover any losses that 

can be -proved. 

In such cases, the Court must rely on the field appraisers. 

If an appraiser makes a mistake, this is human error and not a 

defect in the system. Ordinarily, the protection is there. On 

June 26th, 1979, the Cour< requested the Lawyers Professional 

Responsibility Eoard to research issues related to ethical problems 
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pertaining to the Estate Management Corporation. On June 29th of 

1979 that Board responded that it would research the issues raised 

by the Court and on August 10th) 1979, advised the Court it was 

making an investigation of that corporation that handles estates 

and guardianships. That investigation is now in process, which 

supplements the investigation bv the County Attorney's office. 

Other matters that I would like to comment on relate 

to what the office is doing in connection with the auditing 

and management of guardianship and estate accounts as well as problems 

related to mental illness cases, space needs, and the need for 

additional employees to manage the changes that are proposed. These ,' ; 

changes were proposed long before any of the puulicir;y reached the 

public and I am only stating them at this time in order to uive the J-- - 

Board an up-to-date status of the new proposals which have been 

studied for the last year and are culminating in certain recommenda- 

tions, some of which the Board is already familiar with. 

First, I would like to give you some background on what we are 

presently doing in the area of bringing delinquent probate files up 

to date. These files include both guardianships and estate files. 

A number of years ago I designed a procedure using a special citation 

form which we call a Notice and Order to Proceed. The purpose of this / 

order is to require that lawyers, guardians and representatives I 

proceed to clear up delinquencies that appear from the records in I 

the handling of files. The probate personnel who check these files I 

for delinquencies prepare the orders for the Court. 868 Orders to 

Proceed to close or bring files up to date have been issued since ----e-e--...- 

July of 1978. ---.--.- In July of 1978 I assigned two law clerks to form 

a unit to assist one of the permanent employees to check files that 

were not -pYopcrlyVbeincj processed. - 
._---- a-.:*"... .-._ - 

In 50 cases lawyers failei"to 
-- 2_- ._ 

respond properly to the Orders to Proceed and citations wcrc issued 

to require the lawyers to personally appear in Court to account 

for their actions. Of those instances, six lawyers were reported 

to the Lawyers Professional Responsibility Board and two lawyers 

have been disbarred. Other disbarment proceedings are pending I 

at this time. In the case of an administrator or guardian failing 
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to respond, the result is usually removal of the guardian or 

administrator and in some instances he or the bonding company 

will be surcharged. This citation calendar is held every week 

on Friday. Although the Court has no permanent fulltime employees 

available for such a unit it has been able to secure temporary 

help through federal work study programs and has authorization 

for the hiring of temporary law clerks to serve in this unit. 

At this time I would like to make this unit permanent and would 

like further to expand its operation to deal effectively with 

the problem of the,delinquent files of probate and to further 

audit and review files. How many employees should be assigned 

to such a unit and the nature of their functions will have to be 

presented to judicial administration/and reviewed by the County 

Board. If such a unit is to have a field audit type of investi- 

gatory function, the personnel in such a section will have to be . 

greatly expanded. This would then be supplemental to some of the 

work done by the Welfare people and the County Attorney's office. 

In any event, even to carry on the auditing functions that we are 

now doing, it is necessary that this unit be made permanent and that 

it be expanded. If the County Board desires that there be checks 

made by the Court on the actual situation existing in the field, 

then the Court would need to have a social worker also assigned 

to look after wards to see they are properly being cared for and 

that the guardian is performing properly in caring for the wards. 

up to the Board as to whether in this County this should be a 

proper function. If it is, then the Court must proceed with 

3AAi+-;hn31 r\r\*t?r\mmrrl 
uuL4.L LA.“IIcI~ pcJ.L”1111cA and perhaps 

F..v&l.fi- r-A -L..Lrr.m.. . . ..LL--. A.. 
. ._._ ._, , -- L UL L.ijC:r. 3 k,sbdualy.- au- ; 

which would have to be passed by the Legislature. Some further 

legislative authorization is necessary to give the Court further 

.-.A. .̂  - L)“W~:L 1,, L”I,,,;C;LL”,I wit’, citing of ‘I ---_ ----- I ---- ‘I---= 1- -.--1-- I i - T----.3--L2 -- ..: LL lawyers lnvolvea In proDaLe 

proceedings when there is no specific complaint by members of the 

-.-I-, 1 - --1. - ,. 
~UDLLC wno nave an interest in the estate or guardianship. in this 

area the Court is presently relying on its inherent powers rather 

than specific legislative authority and this should be clarified. 
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Some iawyers have questioned the extent of the Court's power in 

this area. 

In the upcoming session of'the Legislature I will be asking 

for an additional Judge to be assigned to the Probate Court to 

handle mental commitment functions together with the administration 

of guardianship files. ,At this time I am asking for support from 

the Board of County Commissioners to support me in the efforts to 

secure such a Judge. It is contemplated that such a Judge would 

be housed on the third floor of the Government Center and would be 

provided auxiliary personnel to assist the Judge in carrying out his 

duties, together with adequate additional space requirements. The 

plans for these functions have already been drawn up some time 

ago and have been submitted to administration and will need some 

supplementation. Guardianship administration should be 

housed on the third floor as well as the personnel assisting the 

Court with mental commitment procedures. The expanded auditing 

unit for guardianships would be, therefore, on the third floor also. 

SUMMARY OF CONCERNS AND 
NEEDS OF THE COURT 

rnL--- i--i---- L---- -----a---J 1~. 111ebe LUIIL~LI~S nave evwlvea in recent years as the result 

of increased Probate Court jurisdiction and increased workloads 

without a compensating increase in staffing and resources. Listed 

below is a recap of these areas of concern and a recap, where 
' 

applicable, of changes that are being made to meet these concerns. 

1. Guardianship and Conservatorship Files: 

It is the responsibility of guardians or conservators to file 
the following: 

a. One month after appointment, a verified inventory listing 
all assets and obligations of the ward. 

b. Annual accounts listing all receipts-and disb~me 
--+-------*o~ the-6iiarditinsRi.p or conservatorship. 

A ti ck'l (\I: SySlCl\I \~aS lc2n i.m()l elwI\lrctl uki..l.izinq the services 
of the law clerk whereby all new guardianships, as they are filed, 
can be monitoPed to prevent future delinquencies. In addition, 
as staff tjnw allows, old files are being reviewed and audited 
and appropriate notices sent if delinquencies presently exist. 

The Court, as staffing allows! is also desirous, in the future! 
of scheduling and requiring hearings on all annual accounts in 
guardianships on a yearly basis. This can only become a reality 
if the present staff is increased. 
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2. Formal Estates: --.---- 

Similar to guardianships, it is required in the probate of 
estates that the personal representative file an inventory within 
three months. Subsequently, 
18 months, 

the personal representative, within 
must obtain an order of complete settlement or have the 

decree entered. As in the guardianship files, a tickler system 
has been implemented to verify that the personal representative 
has filed all required documentation. However, it must be empha- 
sized that under the Uniform Probate Code there is little or no 
security against misappropriation of funds and a damaged party 
will go uncompensated in most cases. 

3. Wills: -- 

The storage facilities .in which wills have been deposited for 
safekeeping are inadequate. Six thousand dollars has been requested 
in the 1980 budget for fireproof, secure filing cabinets. 

4. Space: 

The current space allocated to the Probate Court is inadequate 
to efficiently serve the needs of Probate Court. There is immediate 
need to provide functionally located, adequate space to serve the 
following needs 'of the Probate Court: 

a. Adequate Referee chambers. 

b. Court Reporter offices adjacent to Judge and Referee 
chambers. 

d. Expanded assignment office. 

e. Additional clerical space in mental commitment area. 

f. Jury deliberation room. 

cl* New space on third floor for guardianship administration. 

During the past year, the County Board did authorize the National 
Center for State Courts to conduct a space study. The study did recog- 
nize most of the above needs and as a result recommended an expansion 
of the Probate Court to the third floor. Recently, an architectural 
firm was awarded a contract to complete the detail design. Because 
of aniticipated clerical and administrative changes in the areas 
of guardianships and mental commitments, the implementation of the 
space recommendation may require modification. 

5. Procedural Manuals: --I-- 

It is desirable that office manuals be written for each work 
station. These would serve as a resource for existing and future 
staff, while establishing firm guidelines as to responsibilities 
and duties of each work area. Limited progress-has been rna-de.L*-=.- - . -. 
~thts~'r~Fg;ird, lXit‘complcte manuals will not become a reality until 
SUCll ti.mc as ~IK~SC i.ndi viduals with necessary expertise can dcvotc 
the required time to research and writing. 

6. Court Reporters: -.--- 

There exists a need in the Probate Court for all the Referees 
to be staffed by permanent Court Reporters. This request was 
approved by the County Board on August 13th, 1979. 

7. Counter Supervision and Staffing: ---- 

ThP f i 1 i nrr rnllnter rnroni- 1x7 
- --- - -- ““‘3 YVU..bV.. , unti 1 ‘\-“\-..“*l , has 1 af-k#=3J supervision. To -LU”,.~U 

coordinate the filings and the information given to'the public, a 



supervisor has been designated to coordinate the duties of the 
counter personnel. 
improved; hut ; 

The quality of service to the public has 
due to inadequate staffing, there are frequent 

delays. 

8. Orders: 

Court Reporters are being trained to prepare orders which 
have in the nast been prepared by the "nr~70t-c rlnrk" L _.L~ _ .- - -__ v-u-&Y -L-L.. . ‘Aas thoi Y LL,L.&A. 
knowledge improves, 
"Orders Clerk" 

and they begin to work independently, the 
can devote more of her time to counter supervision 

and the writing of procedural manuals. 

9. Automation: A-- 

Funds llave been requested in the 1930 budget for implementation 
of an automated record keeping and index system. 

10. Legal hearings: 

The Court has made the following recent changes in the mental 
commitment area: 

a. hearings limited to six per day for each Referee. 

b. Increased compensation paid to Court-appointed attorneys 
;I 

from $40.00 per patient to $50.00 per patient. 

C. Required additional testimony and more extensive findings. 

d. Assigned additional Referees to conduct commitment 
hearings. 

,I 

e. Instructed that the pool of Court-appointed attorneys 
and medical doctors be e,xpanded. 

This Court i in cnni ilnrt- i nn wi th m.rnat;nrr :I --.* thn ~~12fity Attnvnnyr ' ,"'."~d."" I..-_.. b11L. ‘.LL"LILLJ, 1s bL G;uL.r,.\j 
a Task Force on mental commitment proceedings in Hennepin County 
which is to be directed to procedures, policies, staffing and 
recommended changes. 

11. State Judicial Information System: ---- 

The clerical functions of reporting all judicial activity to 
the State of Minnesota has,gen.erated additional duties for 
the entire.staff. 

12. Registrar's Office: --- 

Due to the necessity of assigning the Referee who was serving 
as Registrar to hear mental commitment cases, the duties of 
Registrar have been discharged by the Deputy Registrar. The clerical 
SlJpport required by the Deputy Registrar has beep, nrn~rii4aA by y&-v" A.-uLU 
utilizing an intern for a period of ten weeks and by existing 
clerical staff. 

13. Courtroom Clerks: --, - ---^- 
._,..- 

illIf !:c, t11n far.l- I-In4 prn1\.1 f-n f-nl11-1. !!{!S !pco;;\p <> c<>::rt of r(yyjrd, LIY.. . .I, ._...,I +,,\.C I..l.l\l L\. . ..\.U1. L 
it has been necessary for courtroom deputies to be assigned to all 

; ’ 

hearings. 'l'l&se deputies have been made available from the clerical 
staff with the result that some of the clerical duties have suffered. 
It will bc necessary to request additional staffing in the future to 
accommodate this need. 

;I 

'I 
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WHAT HAS CAUSED TIIE WORKLOAD IMPACT 
ON THE PROBATE COURT? 

In general, the increase in population in Hennepin County over 

the last twenty years in itself has placed a considerable increase 

in caseload upon this Court. In addition thereto, however, there 

have been several recent changes in the law which have made a 

considerable impact on the activity of the Court. These are as 

follows: 

1. Elimination of Trial De Novo on Appeal from Probate Court: 

Until recently, hearings in the Probate Court could be held 
withnllt afton/lanre n,F ZJ rntlrt wonnrt-nr because en.r -n---l . ..-m... A-.-l .v...--.Y-v UvI-..UUs.“I “A. u W”UI L L\r;y”I LL A. 
for a complete new trial in the District Court. 

cury Cl~~GclJ. pL""J.ucu 
Today a record must 

be made of all hearings. All appeals are on the record with the Court 
Reporter required to prepare a transcript whenever an appeal from a 
decision of the Probate Court is filed. The elimination of the Trial 
De Novo has also resulted in longer trials and expanded the findings 
t!lr;t 7.-r\ ...-n..-c?A I... LLrr D-.-.-L ULCZ LJLC'pc.iLLu uy LII~ LUUIL and the Reporter. The longer trials 
and expanded findings are a result of the following: 

a. Longer Trials. 

Trials have become longer and more precise because attorneys 
are aware that they are ::on the record" and decisions must 
be sustainable on the record. Any appeal will not be deter- 
mined upon evidence and testimony at a new trial as before, 
but upon the record made in the Probate Court. In the past, 
attorneys could put in a less formal case and hope for a 
favorable decision, because they always could avail themselves 
of the opportunity to file an appeal and have an entire new 
hearing. To a degree, in the past some attorneys were also 
simply using the Probate hearing as a discovery proceedings. 
Today the hearings are longer because the trial Court decision 
is on the record that is made in the Probate Court without an 
opportunity to present new testimony and evidence in the 
District Court. 

b. Expanded Findings and Orders. 

Findings prepared today by the Probate Court with the 
elimination of the new trial in District Court are more 
extensive than in the past. The findings prepared by the 
Probate Court must be supported by the record and require 
more Judge/Referee and Court Reporter time to prepare. The 
Three-Judge Panei acting as an Appellate Court determines 
whether these findings are supported by the record and 
support the legal conclusion. .-+.---au 

C. Mental Hearing Scheduling and Caseload Increase. 

On March lst, 1979, the caseload for mental hearings 
reached a point that required some alteration by the Court 
as to the maximum number of hearings that any hearing 
official for the Court should hear in any given day. On 
that date this Court ordered that a maximum of three mental 
hearings be scheduled in the forenoon and three in the 
afternoon for any hearing official. Our past record on 



number of hearings had resulted in as high as fourteen 
a day to be held by one hearing officer. The splitting 
of the mental hearing caseioad that previously required 
one Hearing Official and one Reporter has resulted in 
the necessity of assigning an additional Referee and 
Court' Reporter to conduct hearings at various health 
care facilities. It is the Court's opinion that a 
Clerk should be furnished to the Hearing Officer to 
accompany the Referee and Court Reporter to assist the 
Hearing Officer in administrative functions as hearings 
are being held, to establish an orderly procedure so 
that the Referee or the Judge doesn't have to do manual 
tasks while conducting the hearing. 

The mentai hearings have become longer and the findings which 
must be subsequently prepared have become more extensive. The volume 
in Hennepin County on mental petitions is extremely large when compared 
to the remainder of the State. In 1977, 35.4 percent of all petitions 
were fiied in Hennepin County, although it represents 23.6 percent 
of the State's population. By comparison, Ramsey County, which 
represents 12 percent of the State's population experienced only 
7.4 percent of all petitions filed. Again, the primary reason. for 
the large percentage in Bennepin County appears to be that in this 
County we have far more health care facilities to which people are 
sent from aii parts of the state and when commitment becomes necessary 
the proceeding is commenced in the County'wherein the petitioner 
appears. 

3. Increased Jurisdiction. 

Recent iegisiation has expanded the jurisdiction of Probate 
Court resulting in more hearings than in the past. The new areas of 
jurisdiction are as follows: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

'3* 

h . 

i. 

Determination of title to property in certain cases. 
M.S. 524.3-105. 

Determination of interests in multi-party accounts. 
Chapter 528; M.S. 524.3-105. 

Determination of contracts to make a will. 
M.S. 524.2-701. 

The determination of forfeiture of distributee's 
interest by reason of commission of felonious act 
causing the death of decedent. 
M.S. 524.2-803. 

Determination of heirship even though decedent left no 
property and without administration. 
M.S. 524.1-302, M.S. 524.3-105, and M.S. 524.3-108. 

Determination of partition proceedings. 
M.S. 524-3-911 - Formal (Effect of Chapter 558); 
M.S. 524-3-906 - Informal; M.S. 524.3-912 - 
By agreemenL _^ ..‘s-- .~I 

I)c?trcsl-lni.nnt:ion of absentee property. 
Chapter 576. 

I 
Determination of sterilization. 
M.S. 252A.13. 

Determination in special proceedings for retarded wards 
under Mental Retardation Protection Act. 
Chapter 252A. 
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j- Expanded jurisdiction in determination of attorneys fees. 
M.S. 525.515; M.S. 525.3-721; M,S, 524,3-?2Q; and 
M.S. 525.491. 

I will not discuss in detail here the impact of the new juris- 

diction as that would require considerable space, It is sufficient 

to say that the Court is fully occupied at this time in the Courtroom 

with pretrial and trial proceedings, including jury trials which it 

.did not have before and cannot adequately handle matters without 

an additional Judge and more Courtroom space and personnel. 

PENDING DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 
MENTAL COMMITMENT AREA 

There has been considerable pressure in the mental commitment 

area that is now asserted upon the Court for new changes in procedure 

to allegedly protect patients' rights. I have now served as the 

Judge for the Probate Court for Hennepin County for 21 years. I have 

gone through several reform movements. I recall that in 1967 we 

modified the Commitment Act after several years of study and input 

from every segment of society interested in this field. I recall 

Governor Harold Levander saying that this was the most human and 

advanced commitment law in the country. That proclamation had little 

duration as the ink was hardly dry when the reformers again demanded 

new changes and there is presently a philosophical shift on commit- 

ment proceedings completely reversing the 1967 approach. The cry 

at that time 'was for informal hearings in an informal setting, 

minimizing the trauma on the patient, with hearings to be held in 

the hospital room next to the patient, picking up the patient without 

uniform and without any badge and transporting them in unmarked cars. 

Now this is under attack and it is said that the Sheriff's units 

sneak up on the patients in the early morning hours without identi- -. . -. 
fication, without uniform and in unmarked cars and snatch the unwary 

patient from his bed without just cause or concern. 

I am providing all members of the Board with a copy of my 

brief of the present law, setting forth various rights that are 

provided by the statute on procedure. With adequate personnel I 
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feel that these are sufficient procedures to meet all constitutional 

objections. 

However, we now have a report made by the Supreme Court Study 

Commission that urges considerable change which, if carried into law 

and practice, will cost what I project as an annual cost to this 

County of a one-million-dollar per year increase over the present 

budget, which our taxpayers will have to bear. I believe this cost 

is without any corresponding benefit to the patient. I cite with 

approval the words of the United States Supreme Court Justice Berger 

where he stated in the U.S. Supreme Court Decision James Parham, et al., 

vs. Minors, decided June 20, 1979, 

"The State has significant interests in confining 
the use of costly mental health facilities to cases of 
genuine need, in not imposing unnecessary procedural 
obstacles that may discourage the mentally ill.or their 
families from seeking needed psychiatric assistance, and 
allocating:priority to the diagnosis and treatment of 
patients as soon as they are admitted to a hospital 
rather than to time-consuming preadmission procedures." 

The Justice also stated: 

"We do not accept the notion that the shortcomings 
of specialists can always be avoided by shifting the 
decision from a trained specialist using the traditional 
tools of medical science to an untrained judge or admin- 
istrative hearing officer after a judicial-type hearing. 
Even after a hearing, the nonspecialist decisionmaker 
must make a medical-psychiatric decision. Common human 
experience and scholarly opinions suggest that the sup- 
posed protections of an adversary proceeding to determine 
the appropriateness of medical decisions for the commit- 
ment and treatment of mental and emotional illness may 
well be more illusory than real." 

We must be careful not to spend all the money on legal 

technicalities and procedures, including the high cost of attorney 

fees that are generated by the creation of extended trials in such 

cases with manufactured controversies for the sake of form without 

substance when we~need t-he money for.freatme& The merc_&gal.__.-W.-e..- _ _l.."_l ..---,- --.-- ---- 

process of seeking help for a patient will cost more than the 

treatment itself aside from the traumatic impact upon families by 

manufactured trials. 

In view of the new demands in response to the rcqucst of 

Judge Miles Lord in the case of Wilsen, et al., in which I am a 
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defendant, consideration at this time is appropriate to seek some 

solution to the problem. Any solution must be satisfactory to the 

contending parties, otherwise a resolution cannot be achieved except 

by extended Court action. The Hennepin County Attorney's Office 

and this Court jointly have agreed upon a Task Force to make a study 

of the commitment law as administered in Hennepin County to determine 

whether any modifications are necessary in view of the recent devel- 

opments in this area. The Task Force will be of particular benefit 

to Hennepin County as it concentrates its concerns with the situation 

- that there exists. This Task Force is under way and will hold its 

first meeting on September 27, 1979. Undoubtedly the recommendations 

of such a Task Force will have a considerable influence on the 

interests of Hennpin County on this subject and will be of help to 

the County Board in formulating its recommendations when the time 

arrives. 
p+- 

At this time this Court has some views to express on 

changes that might be considered which would be practical in their 

application and of some benefit to patients without incurring 

unreasonable costs. I feel that it is appropriate at this time to 

make them known to the County Board in anticipation of the changes 

that might occur and what the Board will be faced with in the impact 

upon the County budget. Time is fleeting and the Legislature will 

meet shortly. We, therefore, all need to be prepared. 

I recommend for consideration the expansion of the mental 

health screening unit which perhaps will have to be placed in the 

Hennepin County Welfare Division, or will exist as an independent 

unit detached from either the County Attorney's office or the 

Probate Court. This unit will investigate in-the-field requests 

for commitment and examine informafi~on available.,-to as_cerun~--th& ~1 _. _.._x_l---d--m. -.". __ - . .._ _---.-..- -- --____1_ 

necessity of committing the affected mental patient. Such a unit 

should have a quasi-judicial administrative officer who would make 

substantial findings pertaining to the need for commitment and to 

establish probable cause for commitment of the patient by adminis- 

trative order. Thereafter, the petition would be reviewed by the 

County Attorney's Office and filed with the Court in a request for 



confine the patient for study, pending hearing, which usually is 

a seven-day hold. In such proceedings the Court would maintain a 

12-L AC -IL----..- --- .LA3L u.L dLLVIll~yl5, not iess than 35, or whatever number is seiected, 

as submitted by the Hennepin County Bar Association, with recom- 

mendations for appointment. From such submitted list the Court will 

seiect 35 iawyers to be on the list on a rotating basis. A similar 

list of psychiatrists would be kept as may be submitted by the 

flennepin County Psychiatric Society.* - All hearings would be 

Conducted in a formalized setting according to the Rules of Evidence, 

supported by the medical records made by the hold Order study and 

any other>available medical records, together with testimony of 

witnesses supporting the commitment need. The Board of Examiners 

would serve the same role as they do now with the right of cross- 
f . . 

examination and their recommendations to be not binding upon the 

Court but advisory. Contact with examiners should be made only in 

the presence of opposing counsel and it would be anticipated that 

the hearing in each case would be ,of substantial duration and contain 

sufficient evidence to establish a need for commitment by clear and 

convincing evidence or beyond a reasonable doubt, whichever standard 

is selected. A copy of the Petition itself will be served on the 

patient. If hearings are to be conducted in the hospital, adequate 

hearing rooms will have to be required to establish and maintain 

security of the system and the formality of the proceeding. A 

Hearing Officer will be assigned a Clerk and a Reporter, and wear 

robes like any other Judge in any other Court. In Hennepin 

County it will be required that a fulltime Judge be appointed to 

head the mental health division of the Probate Court! together with 
, _... .^_ -.. 

such.auxil&ery staff as may be necessary to ~maG3"tai.n the-Court. It 

would appear that two fulltime Referees will be necessary to assist 

the Judge. Ahbitional County Attornev staff will have to be taken 

into consideration to properly present cases with an adequate record, 

considering invcstig.~tFve needs i iP=ai study and rocn~r~h Lbdb\-Ok.U.., and 

preparation of the cases for trial. This Court anticipates that 

the County Attorney's Office will have to be completely separate 

* Consideration must aiso be given to maintaining a comparable iist 
of qualified psychologists. 
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from the staff of, the Probate Court and separated from the screening 

unit that is mentioned above. It would further appear that it will 

be necessary to hold some form of hearing after commitment when the 

point is reached for a final determination of commitment after the 

60-day period of study has gone by, which follows the original 

commitment. This would be especially true for those committed as 

psychopathic personality or those that are committed as'mentally 

ill and dangerous. After discharge from hospitalization, the County 

needs to provide post-commitment follow-up through such social 
1 

agencies as are appropriate to accomplish some type of post-release 

supervision for at least a period of time. 

In addition to the above recommendations, consideration should 

be given to a rule that the evaluation center, which evaluates patients 

for the Court during the hold period, cannot serve as the treating 
f““ 

hospital after commitment is made. This is to assure that no financial 

interest in treatment will have any influence in making a report to 

the Court on the need for commitment. 

The Court has considered the matter of the duties of an 

attorney to appeal after an Order of Commitment has been made. Some 

mechanism must be created and authorized by Statute for any attorney 

representing a patient to be provided a means to getting authorization 

to appeal his case to a higher Court, including the Minnesota Suprcmc 

Court. Such a mechanism does not exist in the present law. 

Finally, I wish to point out that we are rapidly reachinc3 tl 

point where the procedural cost of getting someone treatment is 

so expensive, burdensome and difficult that serious consideration 

must soon be given to the philosophical question of whether or not 

the public can bear the economic burden of involuntary commitment. 

This is perhaps the real-goal and objective of--those att.acc-iaq:-tin--- 

present system, and the public will have to determine whether or 
0. 

not the goals to be achieved by involuntary commitment arc worth 

the price that is being paid. This would leave the problem with the 

families that are affected and they would have to resolve tt1o lnattcr 

in their own way without help from society in general. 

, 



MISCELLANEOUS PROTECTIVE AIDS 

This Court has, for some time, recommended to persons and 

agencies concerned that the County have a public administrator serve 

in Guardianship and Conservatorship cases. Such a public administra- 

tor would serve in those cases where the funds of the ward are so 

nominal as to be inadequate to support the costs of administration 

by private guardians. Such a public administrator would be available 

to the Court on special occasions to bring special proceedings 

-ordered by the Court, when circumstances are brought to the Court's 

2 .- 3 . attention inaicating need. This official could.be housed in 

the Hennepin County Welfare Department or some other appropriate 

agency, as the County Board may wish to recommend. A special 

guardian of this kind could also serve as an ombudsman in case of 
4-c-- 

need for protection arising within a Conservatorship or Guardianship 

administration. This office would be a statutory creation and, 

therefore, needs action by the Legislature. In the years gone by 

I have been unable to find any reform group that would pick up that 

recommendation, and I believe it is time to now proceed with trying 

to establish such an office. In numerous other jurisdictions such 

an official exists. 

Another question that is frequently raised is that pcr- 

taining to fees of attorneys. Presently, this is covered by 

S525.515. This statute reads as follows: 

(a) "Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, an 
attorney performing services for the estate at the 
instance of the personal representative, guardian or 
conservator shall have such compensation thercfor out 
of the estate as shall be just and reasonable. This 
section shall apply to all probate proceedings. 

(b) "In determining what is a fair and reasonable 
attorney's fee e_ffect shall be given to a prior ~ree=~-------- 
nient inwriting by a tcstator concerning attorneys fees. 
Where there is no prior agreement in writing with the 
tes,tptor consideration shall be given to the following 
factors in determining what is a fair and reasonable 
attorney's fee: 

1) The time and labor required; 

2) The experience and knowledge of the attorney; 
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3) The complexity and novelty of problems involved; 

4) The extent of the responsibilities assumed and the 
results obtained; and 

5) The sufficiency of assets properly available to pay 
for the services; 

(c) An interested person who desires that the Court 
review attorney fees shall seek review of attorney 
fees in the manner provided in 5524.3-721. In deter- 
mining the reasonableness of the attorneys fees, con- 
sideration shall be given to all the factors listed 
in clause (b) and the value of the estate shall not 
be t,he controlling fartn-rr Ia *U-IV*. 

-The problem with this provision of law is that it does not provide 

for standards that can be applied with uniformity in Estate, Guard- 

ianship and Conservatorship proceedings. Yet it gives certain 

criteria which the Court must follow and, therefore, the Court can 

not, in view of the statute, 'establish schedules for fees even 
b 

though the newspaper'may think the Court has such authority. The 

Court must apply the general standards. The Minnesota County 

Judge's Association passed a resolution at the last annual meeting 

calling for the establishment of more definite standards. This 

recommendation I conveyed to the Judiciary Subcommittee of the 

Senate, in which Senator William Luther was active. He advised 

me that it was not possible in the last session to deal with this 

problem, but that he would take it up again in the forthcoming 

session. Legislative direction on this subject is necessary before 

the Court can deal adequately with the problem. In order to protect 

small Guardianship and Conservatorship administrations on fee matters, 

this Court held a meeting with the primary agencies handling this 

type of administration. These agencies are the Richfield Bank 6 

Trust Co., First Fiduciary Corporation, and Estate Management Cor- 

poration. I tried to get a consensus, by common agreement, that 

would protect overcharging in this area. The Veterans Administrat 

appeared on behalf of the veterans who are affected, and a general 

consensus has been reached. I'm giving the County Board a copy of 

ion 

the transcript of that meeting. I think this indicates the concern 

of the Court in this area and, under the circumstances, has brought 

about a more reasonable cost impact on such proceedings than cxistcd 

prior hereto. That meeting was held on April 20, 1979. I feel this 
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may be of interest to the County Board 

‘i 
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Welfare funds are directly involved in those cases, and Howard Kelly, 

representing the Hennepin County Department of Public Assistance, 

attended that meeting, together with John Graf, Divisional Director 

of Community Services Department. 

As the Probate Court of Hennepin County has now been con- 

verted to being primarily a trial Court, it is important to analyze 

its efficiency through its performance. Presently, a trial of all 

minor or major cases can be had within a maximum period of 60 days 

"after the attorneys have completed their pretrial and discovery 

procedures and are ready for trial. The trial calendar is current 

and there are no pending cases under advisement that are held over 

30 days after all matters are submitted. In most major cities in 

the United States, similar trial calendars are as much as five (5) 
.a * 

/ 

years or more behind schedule on trying their cases. I submit that 

there is no Court that tries their cases any sooner. As far as 

Decrees or Orders are concerned involving the closing of Estates, 

the closing Orders are issued by this Court within the first ten (10) 

days after the hearing is held requesting that the estate be closed, 

The only exception being where taxes or other problems are involved 

where the Court may be required to hold additional hearings, or 

additional documents have to be submitted. The Court, at this time, 

is in its best posture than ever before in the handling of estate 

closings. 



CONPI~:JIENCE RE : 
GUARDlANSHIP FEES 

Honorable Melvin J. Peterson - Probate Court <Judge. 

Probate Court Referees - Lenore Miller, John Casey, 
Richard Wolfson. 

Howard Kelly - representing Hennepin County Department of 
Public Assistance. 

John Graf - Divisional Director of Community Services Dept. 

John M. Coonan - President of First Fiduciary Corporation. 

James R. Hall, Esq., - representing the Veterans Administrati. 

John D. Anderson, Esq., - representing Estate Management Carp 

JlJDGE PETERSON: Okay. The record may reflect that :ic 

are formulating guidelines at this time pertaining to the chari;cs 

. 

on the guardians and conservators in welfare cases. 

REFEREE MILLER: Is this corporate guardianships? 

JUDGE PETERSON: It also relates to corporate guard 

ships . Do we have personal guardianships we should consider? 

REFEREE MILLER: Normally they don't charge. 

isIn- 

JUDGE PETERSOPJ: We are not concerned that much with 

them at this time. 

REFEREE MILLER: The V.A. accounts, generally, that 1 

have conducted which is --I've had very few personal guardians 

charge. 

JUDGE PETERSON: At the most, we are talking about 

corporate guardians and conservators in welfare cases. Mr. Hall, 

you had a suggestion that summarized a type of guideline that was 

acceptable to you and may be acceptable to most corporate fidu- 

ciaries in welfare cases. Would you state what t-bat 2.2 n-o-wx__...-. _cI. j_ll___ _*-, " 

Plli. llAl,l,: III tt110 i II::~,;IIIC~C- 01’ ~‘:11:1 tvl i ;III:;I~ II):; WIIL‘ I’(\ i 11 

welfare benefits are being paid continually from the beginning of 

tllc nccountl frjr, pcrint1 throu~:h the ctntl of t,\lc bc?j~i nn iny; po7~io~l 

wittlout inte L~ruption, the fee of tile t;uardian shall be tlliI!ty- 

five ($35) dollars per month, or 5% of the income handled by the 

fiduciary, whichever is greater. 

-l- 
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JUDG1.s PETERSON : 'T'hi2t income includes ieceipt from a1 1 

sources flowing into the account. 

MR. HALL: Yes. Actually handled by the guardian and, 

I suppose, something being paid directly to the nursing home. 

REFEREE MILLER: Mr. Coonan, do you consider the setting- 

up of the file initially any extraordinary expense? Or would $35 

be your charge also for the very first month? 

MR. COONAN: The fee would include the complete setting- 

up of Probate Court. 

JUDGE PETERSON: Mr. Hall, did you get your entire 

statement in there, or did you have more? 

MR. HALL: I was writing it out, but I would like to say 

this. I don't feel I can be bound by this either, except that I 

think it's something we can try out to see how it works, and after 

a period of time by just using this formula maybe it will become 

established as a common method of charges. 

JUDGE PETERSON: I think everyone understands that. 

MR. HALL: Okay. 

MR. KELLY: May I make an objection? There are variances 

in practice as far as the commercial guardians are concerned and 

that corporate guardians, and that is while you spread your ini- 

tiation costs throughout, I think other corporate guardians will 

balloon it at the first. 

JUDGE PETERSON: What do you mean? 

MR. KELLY: In other words, they will charge--those will 

be extraordinary expenses, but will be paid for or accounted out 

of the initial accounting and first year's annual. I think that 

there would be a variance there. (Short interruption to identify 

all persons present. Mr. Kelly continues speaking.) I was. In 

making the point, I believe there were large charges in extras in' . ., - ". _ .- -_._I_. 

the corporate r;uardinns , and either spreading the initial costs 

C)I* chargltiy; a balloon cost at the very bcginnirq. 

REFEREE MILILER: And what Mr. Coonan and you are tc\l 1.1 !I[: 

us now is that $35 per month-- you are averaging those costs within 

your $35 --that you are including, that you are averaging them. 

That there will be some months where you may have only two checks 

to write, you charge $35. Charging $35 the first month you're 

appointing guardians? 

- 
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MF? . COONAN: That ' :'r rir;j1t I we do.n.'t m&e 2~ initial --.-. " --... 

char2i;e for establishing the Guardianship/conservatorship. Tl1tl.L 

it is just part of the whole deal. 

MR. COONAN: Well, I suppose you could say that. We 

don't make any big deal about it. 

REFEREE MILLER: And, administratively, it's cheaper for 

you to charge $35 a month then? 

JUDGE PETERSON: Then you close it out on the same basis? 

MR. COONAN: That's correct. 

JIJDCE PFTFRCON: - 1-L-.5- -_. _ Okay : Ml?: Hall, you’re still working 

on some more material that you want to write out? 

MR. HALL: Yes, Your Honor, I'd like to comment on the 

~'pason for rpn~~irincr f~hat IATP~~FI~P h@nof'itq be rnnt-in~~n~~c. ,r, i f h c-1 I I t - -‘I--- ---a ..--A.-* ., "..LLLIA"U ""AI"I‘A~V~U, ““.LVII”L4” 

interruption, from the beginning of the accounting period through 

the end. And, as we've discussed here, I believe we're in agree- 

ment this is nepclsI=avv ..l...." "I*&- hopallco when thorn is ap, in+nvmltntinn i:; ".s"~"UU.~J "~VUL&"" ""LAbAX "11b.L L IJ1"L-J. I uyvrv,, 

welfare benefits, this usually means that there is a charge of 

income to the estate. And this could mean extraordinary services 

to be performed by the guardian and in that instance, it may be 

that the guardian should have additional fees and should not be 

JUDGE PETERSON: All right. Have we pretty well sum- 

mari '70~3 ~nmnlotmrl whcai- infnvmollv amrnoi4 11nnn mllirln- lllUl -LYIU and ""Al.y*b VbU ""IILL" is .LIIJ. "I wurry CL&l LLU CA&d"11 as a bjuLUL-- 

line? Anything else that should be noted on this? 

REFEREE MILLER: We should note that John D. Anderson, 

Estate Ma,~l,agep,ep~t f’nmnnmatinn has i,lct nnmn to thn mantin? ““I yvr oL”lVll J UU” b”1116 “11G ,,Iczxz Ls,sL,b. 

MR. ANDERSON: I am here instead of Duane Franke, who . 

is out of town. 

MI'\. llAI,L, : Whicll r,em.intls me to make one ad(litional point , 

Your IIonor, with respect to attorney's fees and those welfare 

c <a s e s . 

JUDGE PETERSON: That is another point we haven't 
1 

covered in the record and I suppose we could address that right 

at thiq time "Ill" "A,,,\-. . . 

. -3- 
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REFEREE MILL& 
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Perhaps I can sum it up quickly for 

John . It is the consensus that $35 a month, 5% of the income 

receipts handled by the guardian when this is continuous from 

tute extraordinary expenses, should be $35 a month or 5% of the 

income in receipts from day one and would not allow for any set- 

period of the year. This also would go from day one to the last 

day, which would include putting it on for final--putting the 

attorney's fees. 

MR. ANDERSON: Did that take into the fact the--would 

the guardian be putting down -- 

REFEREE MILLER: This is just for welfare cases. 

MR. ANDERSON: Would the guardian be the only one going 

through the arduous period of qualifying them for assistance, or 

are they already on assistance?. 

I T.lL-L 2 ̂  _.^.._? . WIlaL IS yuur .iJnderstanding, Mr. Coonail? 

understanding is that the application MR. COONAN: My 

for welfare benefits will be part of the $35 a month cost. 

gTlL,-L . ..!-&-I 1._--.2- ~_..~ -.--2 L1 LII~C WLLL lncluue processing Lne 

MR. COONAN: That's correct. 

REFEREE WOLFSON: I assume that is satisfactory to 

Veterans Administration and Welfare Department? 

MR. HALL: It's my understanding that fee includes 

everything, period. 

the 

MR. COONAN: Everything excepting such things as poss ible 

--3- -0 I--..-- silLe “l Il”uye, -‘? -L’---3 
_--.- 2 - .-, 1 I -..._ 

UI ULIlt?I IrldJ 01 Il;emb. 

MR. KELLY: We would agree to that, but it seems the cost 

i tlvol vo11 i.t-I 1 IJ~ sale of a house should be a cost to the sale, sub- 

‘ . . . 
~r.;~tfi..ii~ii i’j:(iiii i/it- I>l,(i(:cTci(iS i31~i;iic2i~ i,il;lrl Cili.l.1’f~‘;-i.t1~ iilc accoulli 011 ;111 

ongoing basis related to the $35 a month. 

REFEREE MILLER: Perhaps the Estate Management had had 

'.--‘7-~ 12 "n2 -..7 L-- ~[lult ul~rlcul~y in getting peopie on eiigibiiity for welfare, but 

there have been matters that I have heard where, for various 

lleasons, the administrative process operated very slowly and was 

. 

-4- 
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SL!C!? that, there was-- there welqc exf;rnnrdi narv amnllnt-c ef of Cnvt, -I.“+ UYL UA..CLI J Ulll”Ull”U \A I”1 

and time that had to be put into it, I can see he is about to 

mention that. What he feels about -- 

MR: ANDERSON: -*.- l’he hasir, pr~blep~ is that ipA those sit= UUYA” 

uations, if you're going to the requirements, if you do run into 

problems it can be a major problem and then a year later, after \ 
y01~ p,ut ipA all the pior!c ovovvhnrlv is lnnlrinm at the citll9tinn 

J ~“~~J”“UJ IV”I.-L116 U&“UQLSL”I‘ 

where there is maybe Social Security or V.A. coming in, and not 

very much coming in, and they say, "Why do we need this? Why don't 

we Iflake 2 pa1Jpsip.g .hQmp yPnreser3t.nt.i x70. payee 2nd Poe .a=* YU”.*“U”& 1 h. can 9axrl3 $35 or “CIVL 

whatever?" And in a particular instance you could throughout that 

vear--yo~J -y*ay npxIpr be able to really remcoop the intake p,~dck! 0~ 0 --- 

the amount of money that it takes to get these people on medical 

assistance. And that is a real problem. I understand one situ- 

at.io.r! where it war; just imnnsni hle Wp had apA 1lnrnnnorat-i ITP spouse -A.‘yY”Y4YAu. ASUU u”“““yLL L&VI ” . 9 

and attorney's fees, and guardian fees. It was just astronomical 

and it can be a real problem. 

JUDGE PlTTl7R~nN. l’hot 1s ar, I Y.LY.lLV”1”. LllU” ovnantinnol cit3l9tinn 
L*bLpvr”,,ar “L”ua”I”I‘, and 

those are guidelines and not necessarily binding in every instance 

where a showing can be made. And as Mr. Hall states, he does not 

f‘o~l that he fs nanaccavi lv hnllnd ip, all ..UVI VL1I.h” iv,Ctrlnnnc hxr thi c ‘*.4”b”u(-cI rry V”UllU A.,IO”c.B.‘,L~;IJ uy b11A.O. There 

may be variances that make the guidelines not appropos, but we're 

t 71 ki nv ahnIl+- 12stdal 2nd n=rmal n-i rrrr~~mct-3nn-c “Ccr‘.-Alt> U”“La” L.&J. ~U‘ll”“cLI‘bL~. 

MR. ANDERSON: Okay. 

JUDGE PETERSON: Okay. Did you want to address the fee 

nlla4t.i nn yu~u”I”“, Mr. Hall, at this time? 

MR. HALL: With respect to attorney's fees? 

JUDGE PETERSON: Right. 

MR. HALL : LJo 1 1 ““L II, it 1 s hnnn my nvnnninnnn j-hat ’ 
“CZCZ11 cnyus 1czL1LiC i n 

th,Tnr\ 
bi,CDC 

welfare cases there are limited financial transactions and as a . 

~:on~~(~c~~~cncc ~f;'ti(? r;rlnrdinns are able to propare thc!:lr own nceounts, 

2!!:! ,a,\ III ,, 1 1, I \I \ I L I I, , I, .I_ I I L. ‘y 1.1) [,I,(\ ,I,,*:<\ 01' I'i>*c'l \> <.L 6.3 L. I'1 ,III~ i ,\IIT* I _I. J 5.) " , .L.\IIAL.LCl.., y 1 I..,., *,,,,\....t*,r I, 1 11; y ~~.,. I; 11 “I 1.: 2.; .: ij I' 

their accounts without the service of counsel, and, therefore, I 

don't believe that attorney's fees should regularly appear as an 

ounnncn LAyLll"b to tha 
estate “IAL ldr\,less nnr\i y\ 

a&;arl‘, 
71 tb 1 c( C*n 

J 0 I”J. an tsnl;cpbJ.“llaL 
.-x~.~hv.t-4 *w..., “<C 

31L’ 

uation other than preparation of the annual account, and files in 

,-.An: trnnt i At-8 r.ri t h that b"llJ U11b "l"ll WI clll m%-Sl?,.S-, 1 allllual cLGjli"UIIL,. .Tnr\r\*,nt- 
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JUDGE PETERSON: f?irst Fiduciary accept that prop- 'I 

osition? 

MR. COONAN: We do. 

JUDGE PETERSON: You care to comment, Mr. Anderson? 

MR. ANDERSON: Now, are we including this when there's 

a hearing or just the routine proposition? 

REFEREE MILLER: Including the hearing. 

MR. COONAN: It includes the hearing, Jack. 

REFEREE MILLER: Mr. Coonan is not an attorney. He ~ 

often comes in and presents the final.account as guardian, as do I 

many individuals. 

MR. ANDERSON: When an attorney comes in, I -- 

REFEREE MILLER: 

;I 

The point is, is it necessary that an 

attorney prepare the final account when you have a corporate 

fiduciary, and is it necessary that an attorney present the final 

account? 

JUDGE PETERSON: We're also talking about the welfare. 

These are welfare cases. 

MR. ANDERSON: Mm Hmm. 

MR. HALL: That works out to $420 a year for the most 

simple kind of guardianship. I don't think that is a bad fee, 

especially when there's only two or three sources of income and 

there's one or two expenditures a month to a nursing home. I iI 

think that is a very good fee. 

REFEREE MILLER: There may be some Estate Management 

files which will benefit from this rule. It's my recollection 

of some that I've seen. Even including attorney's fees. Even now ; 

excluding them, the monies going to Estate Management would be 
'I 

more than what Estate Management in some instances was charging 

for guardianship fees and attorney's fees. 
. 

JUDGE PETERSON: Did you want to make any comment, then,. 

r’ul~t;Ilcr 011 1;ha1;‘? 

MR. ANDERSON: No. Well, other than I guess if there's 

not [;:oing to be an attorney involved, that would be fine. I don't 

know, like for Estate Management Corporation, they don't have a 

person like John Coonan who has been in banking for some time and 

they just-- I don't know if they would be qualified to really come 

-6- 
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i~ri and to present som&hin-g+ And perhaps nine times QlQ$ of ten 

they will. Like Mr. Hall says, there's-they are usually the 

simpler cases. 

MR. COONAN: Usually he comes down. There have been 

a couple times when there might have been a disagreement of fee 

that I would come down here by myself, but usually someone's here 

at that time. And it's usually on a V.A. case, not a welfare 

case. Normally I don't appear before,the Court myself, no, 

Your Honor, I don't. 

JJJDGF, pETERSON: klhn annpars‘? . . .I” -yyuu u. 

MR. COONAN: Usually Ken Dally does'. 

JUDGE PETERSON: He presents the account? 

MR I‘nnM A iv * Pnrrr-orbt AALL. “““,“‘.I” . ““I&LL,“. 

JUDGE PETERSON: He is a lawyer? 

MR. COONAN: Yes, he is, 

J-~Dc,E mmmiRcnh7. All n-i rrht )Iave we r.A..,-.x.l^A ._.h 1 0,. -,Y 9 
I l-llUll”“lY. J-Ill I LLjllb. L”“C.Ct;U WC.LldL-c;‘; 

IS there anything on welfare we should mention? 

MR. KELLY: I can't think of anything, Your Honor. 

JUDGE PETERSON: What is next? The Veterans situation, 

Mr. Jlall? Is there something you want to put forth at this 

t-imp -jfi pnnnaotinn with y.rntavr-nc9 ” .LIIbb ““IIIIL” “I”il ““&“I1 ” CI “LI all&J i 

MR. HALL: With respect to guidelines for guardianship 

fees and other V.A. matters? 

TTlnf-!u DDm7ucnhl. D-r r*ht 
” “UUU L LjLUllU”lY. Ill&jllld, 

MR. HALL: Well, the rule that*we have worked with 

over the years, and until the legislature changed attorney's fees 

is 4-h,.& I/lldll 5x of 

standard to adhere 

with it has been 

and i n f3nt * ICAb” did not comment ofi guardian Pnr\n J-LCD) 

the income worked very well. And it's an easy 

to. It appears to be fair, and our experience 

l'(?;l~J [,';ootl . 

lems JIJDGJZ PETERSON: Do you feel you've had prob 

liennepin County with that‘? 

in 

MR. HALL: I don't think that that rule is being used 

anymore. I think the idea of -- 

. 

-7- 



at the present time? 

MR. HALL: I think what the Court has done, and guardians 

fees so that --and applied it to guardians and we have guardians 

charging on an hourly basis. And although that would sound like 

2 reasnnnhl e nt.aniiard L -u--.*-I A- Y “U..UUI u J ipa fapf it i P-ntt hongllco bye hoxrn the pr=b= .e.Iu”” &“&A V.-“~UYb llLL”L 

lem of the person who is doing the work determining how much work 

they want to do and in many cases that is so negligible. It's a 

.L &---...-A ..- da.-., w-.. st~nrlard that. r.anrt bp pnnt.rnlleii and’ycld cap&It asrprtain wha+ * “V..“L V&A”.. -...A U”““.L “UIIl ..IIC.C” 1s 

a valid fee for the services rendered, especially in guardianships 

wkicrp ynlJ have zps inrnmnetent i “‘“v”‘y’“I*.V \t!e have cases where ar; inr-nmn~t~nt .lW “” rA*““r,,yr “b&I” 

who doesn't have a normal life will come in and sit and talk to 

the guardian and he doesn't care if it's costing $50 an hour, or 

what.Pver . ..A-“- “u* , as 1np.g 2s the crltardian \k!ill sit 2nd talk TV hip,. t>,\“u-L u--AI !Ie 

will sit there all day, Well, if they allow that, the guardian 

could sit there and talk to the ward and the ward would talk to 

things happen. With the 5% rule itls a sliding scale, so when 

there's a larger estate and more responsibilities there's more 

in a veteran's file than a welfare case. 

MR. HALL: Oh, substantially. That is why I think we 

a different kind of case. 

JUDGE PETERSON: Is it your opinion the 5% rule is a 

cases that are not welfare regardless of type of assets or amount? 

MR. IJALJ,: Certainly there are exceptions, Your Jlonor,, 

;.1.::d I . 1; Jl !::I: t ! ; ;: (;()ujal" Could (! i‘ ;i JL tpj 1 i ) 1 1 I,,,,,n (;(‘iii? i';il:j." ,.,\,,..I, I a*,* I blllrlll. * , Y .,l"LY',l I\ .L, I,', , 

we ' v 0 had a lot of experience with the 5% rule. I personally have 

llatl the experience for 12 years. It's worked out very well. Case 
. 1 n nc\i nt is R-l nhfi nl ii U~nlr yvr,,v ,\LbI,J. J.L\;.Lu UQI,~. That is a 

,-.r\nr\P.n”tA c-l rl,,P.-t .-.n7ll CL.-., 
L”I y”l a.cIc; I J.uuGlas-y , l2llr;J 

have overhead expenses, all expenses, and they manage quite well 

-a- 
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REPEREE MILL& I;oes that include legal fees? 

MR. HALL: No. Attorney's fees would be separate, but 

generally speaking, if a guardian is performing the services as 

a business, they develop, and should be required to show expertise, 

and that expertise should be reflected in the preparation of an 

annual account and other routine filings. There is nothing 

mysterious about filing an annual account. 

JUDGE PETERSON: What would be extraordinary in 

those kinds of cases? 

MR. HALL: Well -- 

JUDGE PETERSON: What might necessitate a deviation 

from the 5% rule, assuming that was being followed? 

MR. HALL: Generally, Your Honor, I think those instances 

arise when you have a guardian of the estate getting involved with 

the person of the ward. He is unruly, he may be in jail in some 

other state, and it's not the normal, everyday duties of receipt 

and disbursement of funds. 

JUDGE PETERSON: It could apply in welfare cases, too, 

where the party became unmanagable or something. 

MR. HALL: Yes, it could. I don't think we have a lot 

of' it,, but it's true3 it could. 

JUDGE PETERSON: Getting back to veterans cases, then, 

is there anything you visualize as being extraordinary? 

MR. HALL: You're catching me unprepared for this. 

Extraordinary services -- 

JUDGE PETERSON: We're doing the best we can here. 

We're just trying to pin it down as much as possible and get 

an understanding of the problem. 

MR. HALL: I think many times you have a ward, who 

because of his relationship, may have a duty to perform he is . 
- _ .- _ .- ---.--._ -. _- ,. - __ 

\111nble to do. yor exmple, say his parents died and he is the 

1 v.L(ill;l I ) t,l~c: ori Ly IIC i.It. Nor’rt~~~.l L:v) 1 it WOII ItI L)C‘ t,ll(.’ !‘1lil I’tl- C)Il I y i 11t1 

ian that would take over the job of becoming the administrator -- 

JUDGE PJX'l2RSON: Then, of course, he gets fees. lr1 

that estate that is a separate allowance for a service. 

MR. HALL: That's right. If a ward is married and 

needs a divorce, those would be unusual services. The guardian 

-9- 
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would have to obtain the services of a lawyer, and work with 

the lawyer. Other lawsuits may be involved. An individual 

might become incompetent as a consequence of an accident which 

m-i TI~C( n-tclfi l * 4-L- -..e%-.;I-l ..I.-.“‘..< .-. CjL"Gia IIDC b" b11G ~ua~-urd113111p. The tl?jJ-gs of j-b,& nat-pe -where 

the guardian would be doing something other than receiving, dis- 

bursing funds from regular sources of income. 

DCT2GICDCC MTT T CD. TT-.., .-.I--..C 
I\liJ.‘J.il,fiLi l’llJdlr151~. rluw auuub WkifZfi thEFc?!S a petitioli l"Or 

license to sell real estate, and what about if that petition is 

contested in any way? This Referee having had one of those 

wnnnn+ 1-r I ~L~‘lUlJ . 

MR. HALL: Generally, the bulk of the work will fall 

on the lawyer. In that instance, it's the real estate broker and 

I think the guardian. 

REFEREE MILLER: The guardian is present at extended 

liearings. 

MR. HALL: That is true, but generally the guardian 

should let the real estate firm and the lawyer handle those 
. 

nm"r\c. 4-L-C -m--v Lcl3C3. I know bllczlr IllCll 'J 4-I,,,.. CL, _..^ TA2-u A---. I, IllIt= s LII~: t;uaru~ar~ uues get iilVOiVc?d, 

but they frequently then feel they have an entitlement to a 

broker's fee. I don't think that is appropriate. The average 

,Tn..-x"r\m q.rh,T - rr,.,-l-l-,. -.--...e.-l- p,cL-D"ll Wll" is 3clll‘,t; or p*pcr"lasjq pr."p~r.~y----'^-- k-- '--- WIJeII JJt;’ IldS ai- 

- 

attorney or realtor-- doesn't do too much unless it requires the 

repair of a home, and in that instance the guardian would hire 

somebody to fix up the house. 

REFEREE MILLER: What about --I believe I've seen files 

where first fiduciary has acted, in a sense, as realtor and 

attorney,. And the overall charge for the sale of real estate 

came as a sale of real estate charge, but added up to considerably 

l,-.m,-. 4-LA.A ..rLe.v. CL-r. L-: -^A l-G33 ~l,ts‘, wl,~ll ~,rl~y IJI~.t=u a realtoy, L--C J-L--- 22 2 --.L --- UUL lJ,rJtfY UlU put2 lrl a charge 

for selling the home as opposed to giving it out. If it would . .,_" x -_ .----. I __._ . 
have been, let's say, 10% between attorney and realtor maybe it 

..,\...,. ..I. ‘Le. c 0, cdlllc: up IJV J/Q. 

MR. HALL: Fine. Nobody would object to conserving the 

assets of the estate and I would be in agreement with that. It's 

Z..?C 4-L-L ..-, f7- --!.J.-- LL- 
JUob blldb Wt .1e IHdK.LIlg I,Ile assumption that that property’s being 

appraised. That would be the case, certainly we would be very 

much in favor of that kind of arrangement. 

. 
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by the corporate guardian. To get away from the real estate 

commission issue, I guess back to the extraordinary fees, Mr. 

IIall and I had --we had a; case wherej fop examplej as 1 rPrnl1 A v-u&... 

there was real estate sold, a garage that burned down, and the 

guardian had a struggle with the insurance company over the 

exact loss: the exact amount of the lo$$. - _ _ _ _ _ --LL _ There were a number 

of personal problems involved. With the ward, he had been 

evicted from several nursing homes apparently because of his 

unruly behavior. Those sorts of personal thinps -.----o- j 
an-d the estate - L J _ 2 - 

management types of things dealing with insurance companies 

in the event of a loss or a c;~~le- or qnrne .snrti of extrsnrdinarv L---, L - . ..- - -. I - -- - --- --.. ,) 

financial management, such as some problem with a contract for 

deed, for example. There again, that might be better handled 

by a lawyer. 

MR. IIALL: Right. That is truly an extraordinary 

situation. And in those instances, then, I think that when it's 

require this of extraordinary fees, that they be clearly and 

weI.1 documented as to time and place and person. If a guardian 

should require that of him, that he comes in with documentation 

the time, and if that is submitted to the Court and the Veterans 

Administration, we can go do a spot check and see it's appro- 

~- --d- nriate 2nd certaip-ly we &rp pent g0jp.g tg ~~IJP nhiertinnn VY~J’““--.*Y. 

REFEREE MILLER: You realize the fees are going to be 

different if they are going by the hour, because different peop 

hzyp different nlrerheaii and place difforont I+T~J.I~~ QE their v 1 u.L .IUUU U.&U U&L a.“& b11” 

services? 

lc 

-_- ._ .,- ..__ _._. - .i _ 
MR. HALL: Would you say that acain, please? 

$500 a month and someone else has anoffice for $1,000 a month, 

1: must chargc so much an hour and they charge so much an hour. 

YQIJ’~~? going to find iiiff~r~nt.--it’s ping to be roasnnahlo fnr- WA... L “4. V..” I ~~““~*L&“.&~ I V-L 

me and someone else to be charging different fees for performing 
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MR. HALL: No: Tilt: guardian shouldn't serve -- 

REFEREE MILLER: We're not setting an hourly fee. 

MR. HALL: The guardian shouldn't serve for his own 

benefit. He should serve for the benefit of the ward, and if 

he can't do it competitively, he shouldn't do it. And unless 

we're talking about some very extraordinary, large estate, we 

don't want a man who's accustomed to $100 per hour handling a 

guardianship that has only a few hundred dollars a month. He 

shouldn't be in that business, I also think that when the guardian 

has services to offer a ward, if the ward can't use those ser- 

vices to his benefit, they shouldn't be extended to the ward and 

shouldn't be charging for them. I'm talking about computers. 

If a bank has a computer plan and using computers for investment 

and as long as they are handling the very large estates that can 

handle --that can take advantage of computers, fine. But, when 

they are handling small guardianships, like $5,000 and $10,000 

where there isn't significant investment, those banks can't 

function as a corporate fiduciary competitively and shouldn't be 

in that field, because the ward can't --doesn't benefit from the ' 

computer. The only one that benefits from the computer is the 

corporate guardian; And this is the instance that you're talking 

<about; . If we have people who charged different wages, it isn't 

for the benefit of the guardian, it should be for the benefit of 

the ward. 

JUDGE PETERSON: You see any problem with this state- 

ment that he has made? 

MR. COONAN: Basically, no. The only comment I would 

care to make on that is that there are some cases which don't 

have too much activity. They have a normal amount. I'm talking 

about the abnormal activity where you have the person who can't . 

I1at1d1 e "penny one , " Soon as he gets it in his-‘pocket, 
-_~ -____i-m it's gone. 

‘l’ilo::t‘ c:1::0:; yoti l~a.vc~ to mnkc l*cmitt;u~co:; w(:oli'l.y, m;lyt~e two or* 

three times a week. 

REFEREE MILLER: Maybe the ward's going to call you 

ten times a week. 

MR. COONAN: Absolutely. This is it, it takes you 

away from the adequate administration of some other account. In 

those cases I think additional fees are warranted because you 
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can't write a check out for a couple dollars. 

REFEREE MlLLER: 1Iow does this come, now, into your 

amortizing? Shouldn't it be part of your whole charges on this 

case? You're going to write two checks and write them regularly 

and never hear from the ward, and the next case you're going to 

hear from the ward ten times and write five checks, so between 

the checks you:ve written seven checks and had ten or twelve 

phone calls. 

MR. COONAN: Normally we have used the basis of an 

average account. We'ii use between two and three checks a month, 

so we use an average figure of forty checks a year. 

REFEREE MILLER: When we discuss this in Court, we 

talked about there would be times when maybe 20 checks a month 

and you said that still came under the $35 a month. 

MR. COONAN: We're confusing two things. We are no 

longer talking about welfare, we're talking now about the V.A. 

guardianshi.p and other types of guardianships. 
_--.-i-.--‘- _--- - -_- 
l-il!i I! l%HLE I”llLLkI;l~ : That particular case we're involved 

i.1 1 there was a veteran not on welfare. 

JUDGE PETERSON: We're talking about veterans cases, 

now. 

REFEREE WOLFSON . . It is clear, is it not, that each 

case, though, is going to be that although there may be a guide- 

line, in the abstract, that there be a'guideline in some cases 

that approximate the statistical norm? That each case is going 

to be decided on the merits and we're certainly not going to have 

a relatively simple guardianship bear part of the cost of the 

more troublesome ones. 

REFEREE MILLEK: Except that by the 5<$ rule we're es- 

tab1 ishing that , we're saying that. 
." . . _ _ -'.-uIk .a--- _,-i .-.__ .-. 

MR. HALL : We're just discussing -- % 

i tI[: :I i, 

REFEREE MILLER: We're considering this may happen. 

JUDGE PETERSON: But, let Mr. Coonan elaborate more on 

his problem, what kind of cases he is really talking about. 

. 
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MR. COONAN : ft'm ~,nlki.ng abo11t the chronic alcoholic, 

as WC normally think of them, who you have to furnish a check 

three times a week to, who comes into your office loaded. He 

makes obscene phone calls to your office, and this sort of thing. 

This becomes a problem, and -- 

JUDGE PETERSON: All right. 

MR. COONAN: You really have to--it takes time. 

JUDGE PETERSON: In those files you can identify that 

in your accounting. 

MR. COONAN: That's right. But Jim was talking about 

the 5% and adhering pretty close. That 5% has not been changed 

for many years. 

MR. HALL: Well, you don't have the same impact, or it 

doesn't have the same impact, that some other rule would have 

with respect to inflation. You can't say because there's inflation 

you should increase the percentage, because the income of the in- 

dividual's increasing proportionately. I suppose carrying that 

out to th_c most ridiculous concluc,ion wnuld -1- _____. L _-__ be to say that. 2s 

the economy continues to inflate, we should increase the percen- 

tage. Eventually, you would have the guard ian getting 100% of 

the income for ;1 feei 

REFEREE MILLER: Fortunately, the V.A. and welfare 

adjust for cost of living, and so the 5% should continue to be 

fair , if it is fair. 

JUDGE PETERSON: That's one advantage of the percentage 

system. It does follow the inflationary curve, anyway. But, in 

the situation just being alluded to it does point out that you 

would have some unusual situations where you had those numerous 
. 

act;FVitipq bpi~g yen,l~ir~d hPral]RP of 2 p~~luliay typp of ward d--L And I--uIIuI .,U. U. . . . . ,.. 

I say there you can flag the file and point out what it is, and 

it would be decided on its own merits. It's one of the cases you _ -_ ._ ,.- -' _ _ __./ ..-. __ 
(:oIl I (I ;1I'I~Il(? .- I>-- i!L)(.ll!!, j :;o ! ?:.!ji!!!< I t171 Wf' (:(!!l ,j!!;:!> 2. .:... .2 . . ._ ;!t):;()!'!) i.lj:Il.. ;!,I; I! .e. .\* \, 

part of the problem arca that we may have in this thing. Hut it 

doesn't necessarily detract from the overall approach of trying 

. 

!;o g(:t sg.r~!f: standard allirlf-linp.c, DY--.dA&"uY. 

REFEREE MILLER: One question we haven't dealt with, but 

falls in here is some are guardianship of the estate, and some 
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are guardianships of th& pe;l::on of the estate, and that may 

also have -- 

MR. HALL: With the V.A. that would be less than 1%. 

JUDGE PETERSON: Any other problems you see here with 

the veterans' calendar? 

MR. COONAN: No. Usually between the V.A. and myself 

or the office we get those difficult problems resolved. 

JUDGE PETERSON: Mr. Anderson, do you see anything you 

want to cover or any comment you wish to make? 

MR. ANDERSON: Okay. The first thing would be that 

the basis of Mr. Hall's saying that the guardian can determine 

his own fee by talking with the war; I don't think that is very 

common at all. I think it might be that that is money well spent 

for the ward, if the ward calls up and needs someone to talk to. 

I don't think it happens very often. I think most of the time 

these people are such a problem that the secretaries are instructed 

Iiot to let the calls through. Getting back to the 5% now, when 

selling a home and you have homes now that are inflated in price 

are you going to include the capital gain in that 5%? That is 

one question that problably should be talked about now, otherwise 

you're going to have someone come in and they are going to claim 

5% of the $20,000 capital gain. 

MR. HALL: That is the principal. That is part of the 

corpus of the estate, a matter of changing the identity of the 

corpus that is not income. 

MR. ANDERSON:, It's income to the ward and that has to 

be required for income taxes. 

REFEREE MILLER: For income tax purposes? 

MR. HALL: But not for your purposes here. It's clearly 

reflected as part of the principal in the account. You simply 

change the character of that. 
_ . .._ -- _ .-_ _ I-,_Ic.--I ^. _. ..--.-- 

t1 lll>fiiTT aI'[~~'l'lil~:Y(JN : I think t;l~c real estate sales pl'op- 

osition is a separate item of discussion which we'd have to go 

into. Let's reserve this for the moment and get into that a 

little later. Do you have any other comments on this? 

MR. ANDERSON: No. 
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of particular significance that create other problems? 

MR. ANDERSON: Well, I guess the obvious problem here 

l&IO,~ld be f-he fell(-Jw witl-3 a 1.3nn.n YIIIrnhdTI of assets nv\A very little 
I*& vi, IQJ. bjr; IIUIIIUCI QIIU 

income. Again, that could be brought out and flagged as an 

unusual circumstance, and I suppose there will always be the 

hnnrtnr.1 4 no cases wb,ere thnlr T.14 1 1 ““I. L&L-L LA11L V.1L.y WAIL be 
cr,h:ant l+tim~t-lrrn 
0U”J’;L.U to Isbs~auL”l, or 

some contested proceedings. I think you're going to have that 

situation in whatever system you use. 

JUDGE pETEplSOM * A,0 tfle Chnri nc.nA.7 4-n A4 nn,.nn S-X,-.-l . Ill-c CIiIC‘I I-cauy b" U13~l.433 ICclI 

estate sales? And I'd like to ask is Jack around, because he 

ha 3 do fi n-l tn xvrieqs 0 pL t h 3 c rlnf4nii-* nnr\hl am 
(iit this 

r\r\: V-It ULI-LI‘LVL “IILL uc7.A .LLIIIUC pl “VlC;111. p”Lllb 

there is a short recess, during which time Referee Miller leaves 

the conference and Referee Casey joins it.) Okay. Now, you, of 

course I,Ll"u'v knn1r Tcanlr l”T0 1 1 1 just--for your i v-7 Pnvlmc. c : r\m 
, " cJ.b.rl . YYLIJ.) lllL”I IllcLbl”,L, 

we 
h a ‘V e 

covered some general background information and discussed some 

informal types of guidelines that might be agreeable to the V.A. 

and the l*lal PsYwrr nr\r\rrMtmr\nt nvl;l e-.1 mn P-t A..A< .-..a: hP. 
““~LI0.l. G ucpar LZIIICII I,, Q1LL.l a13u 

to x-h- 
ClIlC 1 IuUC;ldl-lcD w h 0 do 

most the work in Hennepin County on these types of files which 

would be, of course, First Fiduciary Corporation, Estate Manage- 

.,.*,+ P-,r\T.rr..+: A- ,...;I ..,..^ IllC‘ll, bul~IJul~d.bIull, d,llU aLaw the Richfield Bank, unfortunateiy, 

Richfield Bank isn't here at this time. However, we have repre- 

n,-.~t.-,t-T.r~~ C-,..m CL- TTl-t-,L lTl* 3C‘IbCl.bI"C3 here .a.. ? 2 ̂ -7-- n-.---.--L.z-.- -.-2 A-t-- 1 l~UI11 l#lltz r Il.'b b r IUULldl y ~ur~pur~aLIUI1 ar1u a150 

from Estate Management. So, these general guidelines and ex- 

ceptions have been discussed, both as to the welfare cases and 

the v . A . ;lnmli%nr.. . . . . c h ,..r....e?a-! r.".,.L.* -Pa -0 r-6C,.---- > uc:aLII*~ WI lJI1 ~ucllxAldllDIIIpD Ul vc ~cr-arlzl and conservator- 

ships of veterans. But, the unusual problem we are down to now, 

which has been mentioned here along the way, and we sort of re- 

".-.lT,r\A C-T 1 CL.,: n +-t-n e.-A ctllu 1 called y0.u -: - _.^.. D".LYCU bII bL113 b 1111c J III on becaiise yuu had ex- 

perience with it and some ideas concerning it, is the matter of I 

the corporate fiduciary selling real estate, and the-questip~? is -.. 
I\,\.., to ,Tn*.t>\,\.\.. .,I-.. 4 I,..... rlll. .: ,. I ‘1.f . . . . . . . . r ..^..,...,. 1.. ,lULY , I;"lll~,vfli,<Lbv I, I ,Cl,, . Illl.i>, b111111\ uvul.yurlc' 3 tij,~i'CCd, :iiiVc>l VCS 

extraordinary types of services and does not come within the 

ordinary standard formulas involving monthly charges, but it 
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community and what the corporate fiduciaries are doing. Tf I 

may, Mr. Hall, I'd like to get your reflections. Do you have 

ideas on that particular subject. 

nnn ,*nsr nHLL: ,r2 II- --.- - -L 1sn . wlr;n respect; to the --- 

JUDGE PETERSON: Sale of real estate such as a home 

or substantial real estate property that are sold in a guardian- 

- 1- 3 - - --~ sjrllp "1 (3ofise~?Vato~7shQj. n.-J __-.. ILc--- LL- bwu yuu ndve one cOf?pO~~~t~ fidiiciarji 

selling the property without benefit of a realtor. 

MR. HALL: Okay. I certainly don't feel that a broker- 

age fee is an appropriate charge, ~~- and'L think that the ficiuciary 

is entitled to an additional fee because that is in the area of 

an extraordinary service. And in that instance, like all extra- 

ordinary services, I think that he should document his time, 

individuals that he contacts, and the amount of work that he 

actually puts into it. Generally speaking, however, I believe 

that the transaction should be handled by a realtor and an at- 

torney, but when it is clear that the guardian can conserve some 

of the assets of the estate by handling it himseif with the 

appropriate appraisals, then he.should be paid on a Quantum meruit 

basis for the services rendered. 

---- 1.- J IJMIJ.~ i?ETEi?SON : - *. 
- _ What would be your idea of a fair 

Quantum meruit basis? 

MR. HALL: Well, it would have to be an hourly rate 

based on the number of hours that he has to spend, and assuming 

that he would not have to spend so much time it would exceed the 

cost of retaining the services of a real estate firm. In an 

instance where a homestead is going to be sold that belongs to 

a senior citizen, and the property going to be sold to a son or 

daughter, so you aiready have the purchaser, and the property 

appraised, and an attorney handles the transaction, the hours 

tllat the guardian spends shouldn't be great, but he should re- 

celvc a reasonable fee for his services. And 1 suppose a reaso~l- 

able 

ialls 

maint 

fee will change from time to time. I think corporate guard- 

feel they can get by on $25 an hour, is that correct? 
__- - __ _ .- MH. COONAN: That's pretty small. You still have to 

ain office and help and that. I think that -- 

MR. HALL: This isn't for doing legal services. The 

. 
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lawyer would handle the* ley;!1.1 transaction, and in the cvellt-, tllrli>c 

wasn't a built-in buyer the real estate firm would handle the 

real estate transaction. 

JUDGE PETERSON: If you can handle cases for reasonable I 
I 

attorney's fees, then handling the transaction would be proper, , 

and in addition to that a fee ,for the conservator would be appro- j 

priate, based on time spent primarily on the particular transaction, 1 

provided that they were not unreasonably long over a long period I 
I 

of time involving accumulation of a bundle of hours. But say the I b 
I 

fiduciary has attempted to sell it and accumulated a lot of hours ! 

and hasn't been able to obtain a buyer and he turns it over to a 

realtor, probably, and we get a realtor impact, too. 

MR. HALL: That would be the exceptional case, Your 

Honor, but as long as the fiduciary acted properly and felt that 1 

the sale would be consumated without going through a realtor, 

just as any private party would if he knows he has a buyer, there's 

no sense in going to a realtor. That, again, is an instance where 

he knows he is entering into an extraordinary service and, again, 

should be prepared to provide documentation of all the things he 

does. And he will be able to explain to the Court why initially 

he thought he could handle this and do it reasonably and economi- 

cally, and as the facts claim then he was required to seek the 

services of a realtor. 

JUDGE PETERSON: Mr. Coonan, what do you think is a 

fair approach? 

MR. COONAN: Normally when we look at a piece of real 

estate, we give a pretty close scrutiny to see if we can do any- 

thing with it, or just wash our hands of it and put it in the * 

hands of a realtor. Normally we don't fool around and spend a 

lot of time and then hand it over to a realtor and charge it 

back to the account. 
c 

J 111)1:1:; 1'1"1.'l.~;li::ON : w113.t is your cx~l,(-‘l~io~~~c(~'! llavc you 

been able to sell some of those? 

MR. COONAN: Very few. 

JUDGE PETERSON: What do you do most of the time? Turn 

it over to a realtor? 

MR. COOtiAN: Yes. 
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JUDGK PFX'ERSO; : iou pay t 

MR. COONAN: Whatever thei 

deal and then we may haggle a bit wi 

JUDGE PETERSON: What is t 

MR. COONAN: Around 7% to 

into 10% fee. 

JUDGE PETERSON: On vacant 

Mr, Andersnn- yni~ csre TV c~mp.pfit; ofi - -- - - - - L -. - , 

agement approach this? 

MR. ANDERSON: I've not be 

agement too closely for some time no 

they're doing on selling their real 

. 

advertising and hav 

treating it similar 

this for sure. The 

ing open houses o 

to real estate c 

one question I h 

about VeA,) now, whev@ yr~al V,...+A ” L “Ua. o.st.ato s ~““U”” 

volved? And l'm wondering why would 

ciary any differently than, an indivi 

ians, and I do represent Estate Mana 

what I can tell it seems that Estate 

a lot better job than the individual 

the individual guardian wants more tr 

uciary. 

JUDGE PETERSON: Well, let 

guardians do not. Many of them waiv 

and trying to see if we can treat th 

, ? 

e usual 722 Or 6%? 

fee is, unless it's a land 

h them into giving us a 

nlll if he vpr)r eurmnt.innal --&- -““r-y “.bV..U.h . 

e usual you have to pay? 

%. 

land you get a higher charge. 

t.hi n’? Unw dnpn Ectat.e Man “..A”. LIV.. UVI” Y”“U”I ..-‘a- 

n involved with Estate Man- 

, and I don't know what 

state. I think they may be 

their own, and doing-- 

mpanies. But I don't know 

ve is, are we talking now 

;ement on some files, and from 

Management Corporation does 

guardians, and oftentimes 

'ney than the corporate fid- 

we treat a corporate fidu- 

ual? That is my question. 

ite a f e T".J iv?ilii.iA,111 n,.nnrl 111u.J. "IUUCLI C;UCLL u- 

s say genera lly individual 

fees, too. They're family 

;ynncltn m>rcrm;li -YIP n; reht i?ow pvr a"= &UCLA UlcLllO J.L~;11l/ 

m on a uniform basis. 

o--do -you mean uniform basis MR. ANDERSON: As opposed 

I':.::' ;;,ll. rrr~,~,\r\,I~r~ I\ ,1.,1.>,111 I r,*,v'? I L".L b,\,L <Ic,L- I ,l.t‘*J. UJ.‘LI LO i 

JUDGE PETERSON: Not the personal, be- 

cause there's so many variations family members--some want 

t-hair, nvnoncac cr\mn “IIL II 7.ri 1 1 p;ai~je L*pL.lr”L,o J U”1‘1L WL.J.J. 0 t h e r s 
7g i 11 r..ow-.t SOme 

Wa.l‘l/ 

type of a fee; but, in general, been my experience that 

personal guardians usually do not as much as a corporation. 



'l.'llat is not a business 'basi's because most do not have offices, 

porate fiduciary. So right now, and for the purposes of this 

meeting, we're dealing with the corporate fiduciary to see if we 

A n 13 m.r\t c.,Ym,-. nt.Tn,-lnnA A...< Ah1 4 VT,..-. c- ..-.-.-I . . LA..-.,. ,-L.-c ^-  ̂bc.all y,c b 0 "‘11C 3 ~a‘Iua~~u ~UIUCllllCD l,U d.kJkJLy llttJ.-C I/Ild.lr Ci,L.tZ faiy to 

the circumstances that we have. Actually, as far as the sale of 

real estate is concerned, it shouldn't be different here whether 

ii-1 I L s v . A. .-.^--..-C cl~;c;uuIIb or -s.--L-^N3-- --I ^- 'a 
i5uIlleuuuy Cli5t: a. m'- lrle sdtT*e sta~-lda~Tds s.lo.~id -.--- 

apply. But we do have input from the V.A. and the other persons 

present, and I'd like to get whatever.I can as to what is going 

on in the community, and what seems to be a fair standard, and, 

therefore, the persons that are affected, giving them a forum 

here with the Court to try to resolve these problems. 

MR. HALL: Your Honor, if I can, I'd like to make one 

comment about extraordinary services. We've talked about extra- 

ordinary services when they are above the normal duties, or in 

addition to normal duties, but there are those situations where 

the guardian does substantially less than the average guardianship. 

I think the most notable case is a situation where we have a 

veteran who has a very large estate. He,is incompetent, he has 

110 dependents, and he is in the V.A. hospital. We cut off his 

V.A. money and we take care of him, In that instance, the guard- 

ian has absolutely nothing to do and if we have a veteran with 

$lOO,OOO--$150,000 estate, money in U.S. bonds or saving account, 

and the money just sitting there, I don't think that in that 

instance it's appropriate for the guardian to charge 5%. 

JUDGE PETERSON: Have you been having problems with that 

kind of account? 

MR. HALL: When we do, we take exception to that. 

JUDGE PETERSON: Have you substantial problems in 

MR. IIALL: No, but as 1o11g as welrc discuszing c.xtm- 

ordinary services, I would like at the outside of the -- 

JUDGE PETERSON: Well, if you have that situation that 

would have to be taken care of on a deviation from the norm. 

MR. COONAN: I'd have to cite one example. We had 

one not too long ago. Veteran in the V.A. Hospital in St. Cloud, 

. 
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i~c i*t?ct?ivcci 110 compensation i'taom the V. A. , a single man with 

no dependents, had an estate in excess of $100,000, but getting 

three sources of income. And three sources of income and $100,000 

estate, and the value that we place on what we get, which is 

roughly 8%, we feel that we're making on our investment--we're 

doing good work for that man. 

"*v. -*a.... l"lK . HALL: You're saying then that you should have 

$5,000 for serving? 

MR. COONAN: I'm not saying we should have $5,000, I'm 

saying we should have 5% of t‘he income. 

MR. HALL: I see. You're saying that even though you 

don!t have expenditures, and ail you're doing is receiving monies, 

that you should have 5% of that, notwithstanding the fact that 

you don't provide any other services? 
_.- 
MK. COONAN: We provide the normal services of the 

annual account, making the investments, seeing to it that the 

individual has the --making the payments as requested by the 

V. A.M.C. , whatever is neede.d by the veteran. You're still per- 

forming a service. 

JUDGE PETERSON: If he has an income on an investment, 

a value up to $125,000, and from that you get an income of $8,000, 

you apply the 5% to the $8,000 and you think that would be a 

reasonable approach? 

MR. COONAN: I think it's justified. 

JUDGE PETERSON: In that situation we're going to have 

to look at them as they come up and see how much activity there 

is. And I understand we've received your tentative expressions 

or suigestions on that subject --there would be no question. AX? 

raising a question on that, Mr. Coonan? The whole thing is YOU 

not 
..-- '. -- 'i' 1 , a 

contingent on how many checks you write out for the individual. 
- '-, 

t; - 3 --___.. ..- - ..-. -. -A .-I I . Isn't thF?F~tGrin--what serv:Lces do you perform for the 

.I t1tI.l v I.cIIl;I. 1.. 

. 

MR. IIALL: What services do you perform when he is in 

a. U.A. Hospital and three sources of income? 

MR. COONAN: If you're receiving three checks a month, 

you've got three checks a month, I don't care how you cut it, 

Jim, you've got to have somebody do that work. Just because 

checks aren't going out, doesn't mean you aren't providing ser- 

T.7 



MR. COONAN: They come in at different times. Three 

checks a month take you about 20, 25 minutes at least. 

TlTn,"n l-,r-rnl-nc-lAI, i 7 II. - ._ 7 J UUUL: rb~L;i-tauIv. wna5 I understand we're taiking about 

at this point is the big estate, and the question as to how you're 

going to approach the fee problem and Mr. Hall is stating he is 

not committing himself in any way on those cases and he wiii look 

at each individual'case, and if he feels there is no activity 

and you're getting that much money, he is going to raise an ob- 

jection and the Court will have to resolve it when it comes. 
. 

MR. HALL: That is fair, Your Honor. 

MR. COONAN: The reason I brought it up, there is 

contention --you brought it up. You don't perform a service unless 

you're writing a check out. But that isn't all that service is. 

JUDGE PETERSON: I understand that point, but I'm trying 

to pinpoint just as to what we appear to have general contention 

on and what we do not. The subject matter we're discussing, the 

problem that arises when you've got an estate running in around 

$150,000 and an investment and there is a lot of interest or 

dividends or other interest income coming in. The question, then, 

is how do you apply a formula and, I think, we can reach any 

general expression of what you do in that situation because of the 

variables, and therefore, you just have to charge what you think 

is reasonable when you get one of those, and Mr. Hall will raise 

his objections and you'll present it to the Court and we'1 1 have 

a look and decide on the facts of that particular case. 

MR. COONAN: Did you want to make a comment on that? 

MR. ANDERSON: Yes. I'd like to add one thing. Another 

--_I .- t;hzl. rt~j--'~~~~--~~~~'1~ 

IlOt/ --o~~~~~~o::o(lLy ,you could linvc it W~ICIY: i 1; wou 1~1 bc *j u:;t ;~ut,o- 

matically deposited in a bank and you wouldn't have any activity, 

but you do have that responsibility. If you leave $25,000 in 

where it's not getting interest or something, conceivably for a 

year, you look at that and you're going to get surcharged for 6% 

of that and, conceivably, that is the value of your not doing it. 



* 
. 1 2 .I * 

I D i L 
:;o ) are you going to--y%u're going to have to pay out the 6% 

intellest on this $25,000? 

i 

JUDGE PETERSON: I recognize your resnonsibility, -I- --------- Ail 

I'm saying is we can't formulate guidelines on that. That is a 

judicial matter. 

DIR i AND.ERSON : This ,-js annt.hpr ac=nopt of it. U1.V”llr.L uuyuuv The actual 

physical or motor activity is, I don't think, any indication of-- 

it's not a good indication, but it's not the total indication of 

how ,TII 1 n h 
11111Ll1 a fee 

ehm,,l A 
OIIVUIU be . 

JUDGE PETERSON: We will decide that on an individual 

hv%"4" f-rrmmrr".C:.-., "a.~J.i,. ~ullllllcllblll~ on the real estate sitiiation, LL-- IJIltjII, as far7 as 

the Court is concerned I'll look at each one of those problems 

as it arises. And it is the Court's position that just applying 

a biankg.it cornmissfon isn!t the right approach. I don't accept 

that, and we'll look at each individual situation and consider the 

time spent, the services rendered, the success obtained in the 

particular case for the benefit of the ward, and any other factors 

that may appear appropriate at the time and fix a reasonable fee 

based on all the circumstances. 

. REFEREE CASEY: Just a statement abou t--and I understand 

we're talking about guardianships. When this Court is considering 

guardianship fees and attorney's fees, no matter who performs 

them, we look upon that as the total administrative cost and some- 

times in those accounts, it's put in "guardianship fees such and 

such," and then something, "sale of house," somewhere else, and 

tax preparations somewhere else; and so far as the Court is con- 

cerned, if it's the work that the guardian would be doing, then 

we appreciate it if it's so reflected as guardianship fees so that 

when someone's looking at this account, they don't find guardian- 

ship fees "X amount of dollars, and sale of house, and tax pre- 

parations-,,.',', because i.f'~&.he-c~~l?atp. _-., a.- . 

atid i.s ~~11f:nj:3.11~: somco11c else to do tl~c tax prc~~a..t~nt.ions or what- 

ever it is, that is still considered by the Court as guardianship 

duties and sometimes in looking at those accounts, our personnel 

that the Court has to audit them has to ferret out from the' account 

what the attorney's fees and guardianship fees are. 

JUDGE PETERSON: That is a point that should be re- 

flected in this record. If there are extrordinary services, or 
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included in the charge, rather than throwing it in through 

Tr37-a-i ntlc2 nthon 
forms in the 

nT.r.r..,x.-.C . ..h 4. A I.. .,%.,.I*-- :I- A.! 4-P-T -..-I & "CAJ. I"L4" “““L.L C!.LLi”UIIb Wlll.~ll IlIaKt:a ICI UIllI~U.LL to 

audit, because it gives the impression that somebody else d id 

it a *n d n 0 t n.Tnt ~al c, of the 7'.m..-.?14 -.,. 1,. A...&.. bual-ulall b uuLy . Arid, CL ^_^^ o---- 1L .-- - 1- - - 
~IleI’elu~e, IL maiies 

trouble, some for the auditing people as well as the Referees 

and myself when we review the account. 

. 
‘c * J 

-a 
P 3 d 

4 a 
ry -, 

111,11’11171 Isl.r,..rlirr :‘:(y’wi t-I,‘= !,y t!?(? (Tld<TLl’(j 1 <qL:: n..nr,r\nn: n I- r\ Y .I. L. .* .I , , t;lj(,j; it’:; ,11r\“11, Ill” I c CL),,.,,. Ub’l .i.<ll,I.. 

to limit those to his own fees, and then set a schedule indi- 

cating that in addition to the ordinary services he sold, he 

0 r she or the nr\nn*nr\tn f-4 ,=J..n-l nn.r r.P.lA ."hrr7 .."C..CI b"I tJ"l au-c + SuuLLal-y 3UlUJ L-t:al cababe, and the 

nature of it and an explanation of it. Also, if he did special 

tax work that should be explained or some other service that 

w a s IIn- n,rn ,.1&.-t #-.L. "hnhYLh4-F. P.L...,,, -I - L-2 -- Uil"~U'; for WIIJ.L\jl, a acpal.ab,t: c;rlar.gc Iti ucLrI& iliadf3. As long 

as it is performed by the guardian or fiduciary it should be 

DlTcll7Dl7l7 /l n plP'tl_ nr;r LjnLjlj bb3b.r ; I might mention as long as the guardian 

does it, if the guardian engages someone else to have it done, 

then that should be considered in the total schedule of guardian- 

.- I- 2 - rl- - - sirl.ip! lees so that if the guardian engages someone eise to do the 

tax work, which would normally be done by the guardian, or some- 

one to do some other part of the guardianship.dutics, then that 

niiouic’l ‘be considered as the gross guardianship fees for consid- 

eration by the Court. 

""7. mn . qP.-.- " .* 
LUUN AN : in other words, what you're saying, if 

we use H&R Block we don't put on there'H&R Block. We put it 

in our fee? 

. 

-7TT~n--- nILI! b,nr;r, CASEY : inciude that in the total fees and 

schedule'it as what they are because if the guardian goes to 

engnge somebody else to do part of the guardianship functions, 

that is part of the guardianship fees we're considering, and if 

someone else is handling something that would normally be handled 

- t,y t.lw f:\z;w"ctf.an ;" wo -vf-cw t;hor,c '; tn"- 1:oGK~v~f"~~~~~~ 

. I * . 1,tw I.'t\itso~~;~~l~~!lles~ oi: ihc cniirc i'eo. Alld iI; 1. II\.\.~,~l~i add or\c: 

other thing, Nr. Hall had mentioned-- and most of the difficult 

real estate, more regular real estate sales are rnade in an 

guardianship so we're dealing with guardianships. If there is 

a sale in the offering, you don't need, as Mr. Hall mentioned, 

a reaitor. Then the reason why the guardian would be doing that, 

-?)I- 
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into the question of conflict of intcrcst when the fgardian 

makes a choice of seeing if he can spend so much time in 

. i selling it and subsequently engages a realtor, so that I gather 

from Mr. Hall’s statement he is considering or suggesting that, 

: , and maybe Mr. Hall can correct that, that unless there is some- 

1 thing that is quite evident that is going to be financially 

beneficial to the ward, or conserving fee by the guardian 

making the sale, that they shouldn’t start engaging in the sale 

process as a regular program with the idea that if that doesn’t 

work they’ll go back to a realtor with the .r fee. 

MR. HALL: I agree with that. 

JUDGE PETERSON: All right. I think we probably 

cleared the air on this. 1’11 have the reporter type up the 

int’o~mation here and see if probably it can be condensed, atltl 

I’ll see that those that are affected have a transcript of it. 
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